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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this study was to propose a new model calculating 
pre-compound photo-induced nucleon and cz-particle energy spectra at 
energies below the meson production threshold. 
It is assumed that the dominant process above giant resonance 
would be photo-interaction with two correlated nucleons. The inter-
action contributions from different shells have been calculated 
assuming that the basic strength of interaction is related to the 
photo-disintegration of the deuteron. From this assumption the 
"pseudo-Levinger constant" for individual shells is theoretically 
evaluated. 
The final state interactions for the two nucleons are based on 
the pre-compound quasi-free scattering model (Q.F.S.). The idea is 
that by using the Q.F.S. model the subsequent secondary interaction 
of particles with the rest of the nucleus, following the initial 
photo-nucleus interaction, can be taken into consideration. 
This new approach is applied to 60 Niwhere the energy spectra 
for (y, p) and (e, c) are calculated. The calculated results are 
compared to the experimental data giving productive conclusions, 
where the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed model have 
been discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS 
1.1.0 	Pre-compound Emission in Photo-nuclear Reactions 
The study of pre-compound particle decay has been continued with 
increasing effort in the last few years, both by experiment and in 
theory.' However most of these investigations have been applied to 
obtain and to interpret data for pre-compound effects arising from 
nucleon-induced reactions. In recent years there have been numerous 
experimental efforts to use electromagnetic probes, photons and 
electrons, to investigate pre-compound particle emission. For in-
stance, measurements of photon-induced pre-compound complex-particle 
decay have been carried out for medium-weight and heavy nuclei (1,2) 
The energy spectra of the ce-particle in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 represent 
examples of electron-induced pre-compound effects for 60  Niand 
 197 Au
nuclei. 
There are two well-marked energy regions in these spectra; 
the low energy region which exhibits the shape expected for compound 
nucleus reactions, the medium energy region characterised by its 
continuous shape which declines with respect to increasing energy 
of outgoing particles. Of course there is a high energy region 
characterised by peaks corresponding to the excitation of particular 
low-lying states in the target by direct processes. However the 
latter region has not been covered by these figures. 
The interpretation of the mechanisms involved in photo-induced 
pre-compound particle decay has been described by several attempts (3,4) 
60 N() 	8:90 
0 	
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Figure 1.1: 	The measured energy spectra for 60 Ni at 0 = 90
0 
 
E = 120 NeV, is shown by empty circles (ref. 1). 
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Figure 1.2: The measured energy spectra for 	Au at 0 = 30 
Ee = 120 MeV is shown by empty circles (ref. 1). 
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These theoretical works have basically assumed that the process of 
absorbing a real or virtual photon by the nucleus can be dominantly 
proceeded by an interaction with a correlated neutron and proton in 
the energy region above giant resonance. The primary generated 
neutron and proton subsequently interact with the rest of the nucleus. 
This final state interaction is particularly important for medium and 
heavy nuclei. 
An attempt based on Monte Carlo Cascade calculations was the 
first theoretical work suggested
(3) 
 to produce the photo-induced pre-
compound nucleon emissions. This approach used the Levinger model 
of quasi-deuteron (5) to generate primary neutron and proton, then 
the final state interactions were calculated by using the intra-
nuclear cascade model (Fig. 1.3), (see section 1.3.2). Although 
photo-induced cascade reaction models were successful in producing 
experimental data, these models are inapplicable for interpretation 
of photo-induced cluster emission processes. 
The second approach proposed by Wu and Chang (4) was intended to 
describe photo-induced pre-compound nucleon and cluster emissions. 
This approach was based on a similar idea of producing primary neutrons 
and protons using the quasi-deuteron model. However, the final state 
interactions were taken into account by use of the pre-compound ex-
citon model (see section 1.3.2). Although this synthetic approach 
produced surprisingly encouraging results (Figures 1.4 and 1.5) for 
photo-induced pre-compound cluster emissions, it should be noted that 
the dynamics of the nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-c-particle were ignored 
in this type of exciton model. Furthermore, the photonuclear reactions 
were assumed to take place on stationary neutron-proton pairs and con-
sequently the momentum distribution of a correlated neutron-proton was 
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Figure 1.3: 	The calculated proton differential cross-section at 
51.4°  resulting from 110 MeV Brenisstrahlung photons 
on 	C. Empty circles: experimental data (Ref. 3). 
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Figure 1.4: 
The measured energy spectra compared(l)  to modified 
exciton model calculation for alpha particles. Empty 
circles: experimental data (Ref. 1). Solid line is the 
modified exciton model result. 	 Alpha particle 
energy spectra is at 0 = 300 for Ee = 120 MeV. 
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Figure 1.5: 
the measured energy spectra compared (2) to modified 
exciton model calculation for alpha particles. Empty 
circles: experimental data (Ref. 2). Solid line is 
the modified exciton model result. 
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In the present study a new approach will be suggested for the 
calculation of nucleon and a-particle energy spectra resulting from 
photonuclear reactions at energies below the meson production 
threshold. This approach basically uses the idea of photon absorp-
tion by a correlated neutron and proton and effectively considers 
the momentum distribution of correlated pairs. Furthermore, shell 
model configurations will be used in contrast to the Fermi gas model 
states adapted in the quasi-deuteron model of Levinger. Therefore 
the photo-induced cross-sections will be separately calculated 
for different shells. 
In the quasi-deuteron model the Levinger constant (see section 
1.2.2) is theoretically evaluated. However there is wide disagree-
ment on the value of this constant and it is often left as a floating 
parameter in fitting data. A range of values between 2 - 15 can be 
found in the literature for the Levinger constant. The present study, 
however, considers the variation of the Levinger constant for dif-
ferent shells by theoretically evaluating it. 
The problem of the final state interactions for the primary 
generated protons and neutrons will then be considered by incor-
porating the pre-compound model of quasi-free scattering (6) (see 
section 1.3.2 and Chapter III). This pre-compound model has been 
proposed to explain the interaction mechanism of (N,N') and (N,a) 
reactions where the dynamics of nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-alpha 
scattering inside the nucleus have been taken into consideration. 
Thus, the present study intends to synthesise two models, the 
quasi-deuteron model and the quasi-free scattering model to investi- 
ni 
gate the energy spectrum of reactions of type (y 	p) and 
PI/
(e 	c) or generally (y,p) and (e,a) reactions. 
p 
-4- 
In this chapter, firstly the photonuclear reactions at the energy 
region above giant resonance and below pion threshold will be reviewed 
(section 1.2.0). Then the problem of the final state interactions and 
the different models proposed for pre-compound process will be con-
sidered (section 1.3.0). Finally, the objectives of the present study 
will be explained (1.4.0). 
In Chapter II the quasi-deuteron model will be re-examined and 
the formalism for calculating double differential cross-sections of 
primary generated neutrons and protons will be constructed. The pre-
compound model of quasi-free scattering will be discussed in Chapter 
III, where the formalism for evaluating the probabilities of final 
state interactions will be considered. In Chapter 	the task of 
bringing the quasi-deuteron and pre-compound quasi-free scattering 
models together will be fulfilled and the combined model will be 
compared with the experimental data. Finally, a conclusion to the 
present study will be given in Chapter V. 
1.2.0 Survey of Photo-Absorption Mechanism 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Electromagnetic interactions with nuclei can be grouped into 
three categories on the basis of the incident photon or virtual photon 
energies. These are the giant resonance region (E Y < 30 MeV), the 
region between the giant resonance and the pion threshold. 
(30 MeV < E Y < 150 MeV), and the region above the pion threshold 
(E 	150 MeV). In each region there is a characteristic type of 
event. In what will follow, these regions and the corresponding 
characteristics will be briefly discussed. 
-5- 
In the giant resonance region, the incident photon interacts 
mainly with the dipole-moment of the target nucleus and the nucleus 
de-excites by emitting particles or ct-rays via the compound nucleus 
mechanism. It is theoretically interpreted that the main photo-
absorption is given by the dipole excitation of the nucleus. This 
interpretation is supported by the fact that the integrated cross- 
section, 	la(E)dE for El exhausts a large fraction (generally 
7O%) '  of the value expected from the dipole sum rule in absence 
of exchange and velocity dependent nucleon-nucleon potentials. 
Furthermore, the isovector giant quadrupole resonance is expected 
.to lie in the photon energy between about 25 and 50 MeV. However, 
the integrated cross-section, fa(E)dE for E2 strength, is of 
the order of 10 - 15% of the corresponding sum for the El strength. 
Although in the energy range between the giant resonance) and 
pion threshold (30 - 150) MeV no detailed neutron-proton coincidence 
data are available, the measurements (8)  of the total photonuclear 
cross-section c tot (E) indicate that the interaction between a 
photon and a complex nucleus is dominated by the (y, np) cross-section. 
(9) 
A recent measurement of the total photo-absorption cross-section by 
the Mainz group on 12  C or 
16
0 at above 40 MeV indicates that the 
combined (y, p) and (y, n) total cross-sections are much smaller 
than the (y, np) total cross-section. More recently (10)  cross-
sections for heavier nuclei such as Sn, Ce, Ta, U and also 16  
have been provided by the Saclay group. According to detailed 
assessment given by this group, there is strong evidence that for 
E 	45 MeV the a tot (Ey) is dominated by (y,  np) cross-sections. 
Furthermore Find, et al.1)  and Göringer et a1. 2  recently 
reported comparable magnitudes for the (Y, p) and (y, n) cross 
sections (o(y , p)/o(y, no) 	1). These results have provided 
stronger belief that the direct single-nucleon knock-out effect 
does not give a correct picture of the photo absorption mechanism(12b). 
For the region above the pion threshold, the interaction be-
tween a photon and the individual nucleon associated with pion pro-
duction competes with the photon absorption by a neutron-proton 
pair. 
The region of interest in the present investigations is the 
photon energy region above giant resonance up to pion threshold. In 
section (1.2.2) a survey of the main theoretical developments con-
cerning the photo-absorption mechanism and in particular the 
(1, np) reaction type will be given. Finally, in subsection 
(1.2.9:.) the three following questions will be discussed: 
Does the dominant mode of absorption of an intermediate-
energy photon take place on a correlated proton-neutron 
pair in the nucleus? 
Can the single-particle absorption model largely explain 
the photo absorption mechanism? 
Can the photon be absorbed by a cluster structure within 
the nucleus such as in a quasi. - ct-particle model? 
1.2.2 Review of Different Models for PhOto-Interactions with 
Nuclei at Intermediate Energies (30 MeV < E 	150 MeV. 
The first step towards a theoretical description of photonuclear 
processes was taken by Levinger 	in 1951 when he introduced the 
quasi-deuteron model for the energy region up to several hundred MeV 
(E > 200 MeV). In this model a link is established between the 
total photo-nuclear cross-section and photo-disintegration of a free 
-7- 
deuteron. Within the framework of this simple model, the photonuclear 
absorption cross-section for a ZA nucleus, extrapolated to photon-
energies in the 30 MeV < E Y < 150 MeV range, can be expressed as 
NZ 
crqd(EY) 	= 	L A (1) 
where ad(E) is the photo-disintegration cross-section of the 
deuteron and L is the Levinger constant. According to this ex-
pression, which stresses the importance of correlated neutron-
photon pairs in the photoabsorption mechanism, the total photonuclear 
absorption cross-section is proportional to the total number of 
neutron-proton pairs NZ and the photodisintegration cross-section 
ad 	 '- (E),  (y + D - p + n). Furthermore, the factor 	is introduced 
because the nuclear density is greater than the deuteron density 
(see Chapter II). However this model did not consider a realistic 
picture for the correlated proton-neutron pairs inside the real 
nuclei, i.e., the binding energy and Fermi-motion effects were 
neglected. Levinger's quasi-deuteron model, therefore, overestimates 
the cross-sections for photon energies below E = 150 MeV. Thus the 
calculation of cross-section given by. expression (l) can be adjusted 
by changing the Levinger constant (a range of values (2 - 15) exists 
in the literature for this constant). The problem of overestimation 
of the cross-section by expression (1) led Levinger to propose a 
so-called 	"modified quasi-deuteron model", which expresses the 
total photonuclear absorption cross section 
(13) 
 as 
a 	(E ) = L 	a(E) exp(j-) mqd 	'y 	 d  
I 
(2) 
where the factor exp() is essentially introduced for considering 
the Pauli blocking effect in the final states with D as an arbitrary 
constant. Although expression (2) improves fit to the experimental 
data with respect to the original expression (1), it is quite obvious 
that the factor exp(). has been arbitrarily introduced. Further-
more, expression (2) like expression (1) has not taken into account 
the binding energy and Fermi-motion effects. Recently, however, a 
new approach based on the original formulation of the quasi-deuteron 
(10,14) model (Eq. (1)) has been suggested by Laget 	. In this approach 
the binding energy and Fermi-motion effects for correlated neutron-
proton pairs inside the real nuclei has been considered. Here, the 
photo-absorption mechanism below the pion threshold has been inter-
preted by considering that the photon interacts with the nucleus 
through its direct coupling to the exchange currents. This picture 
indicates that the free deuteron cross-section ad(E) in ex- 
exch 	
i pression (1) can be replaced by ad 	(E1), .e. the transition 
amplitude for a virtual meson to be emitted by one nucleon of the 
deuteron and reabsorbed by the other. Thus this new approach pro-
poses a new expression in the same spirit as that of Levinger's 
original expression (Eq. (1)), without taking the final state inter-
actions into account. 
LNZ exch 
Gqd(EY) = -r- °d 	(E) . 	 (3) 
The comparison of the theoretical results obtained from expression 
(3) with the experimental data confirm that above E = 60 MeV the 
main photonuclear reaction mechanism is very likely to be the 
(y, np) interaction. Moreover this calculation reproduced data 
reasonably well and this indicates the importance of the meson-
exchange current in the reaction mechanism (see Chapterll, sub-
section 2.2.2.3 ). 
S 
The above mentioned models assume that the photonucleons leave 
the nucleus intact. While the fact is that these primary generated 
nucleons may collide with other nucleons before they leave the nucleus, 
the collided nucleons may fail to escape the nucleus and be reflected 
from its surface. These final state effects will have an impact on 
the final cross-sections and they will change the magnitudes and 
shapes of double differential and photonuclear cross-sections. 
The energy and angular distribution of the primary generated 
photonucleons using the quasi-deuteron model were calculated with 
the most widely used approach given by Matthews 5 . This success-
ful evaluation of double differential cross-sections considers the 
momentum distributions of the neutron-proton pairs inside the 
nucleus. In this approach, however, the treatment of the binding 
energy of the correlated neutron-proton pairs was arbitrarily 
introduced (see section 2.2.3). The comparison of double dif-
ferential cross-section with experimental data produced reasonable 
agreement. However the Levinger constant was left as a floating 
parameter. Furthermore the final state interactions were not con-
sidered in the Matthews approach. 
Another major step in improving the quasi-deuteron model was 
(16) made by Gottfried 	. In this approach the nuclear matter model 
employed by Levinger was replaced by a more realistic model, i.e., 
the independent-pair model for finite systems. Gottfried assumed 
the two-particle absorption mechanism to be fundamental. The 
(y, np) cross-section was then written for the closed shell nuclei 
as 
do 	= 	(2 Tr) 4 F(K) S 	(Ef - E. 1 )d3k d3k 	. 	(4) _fi p 	n 
-10- 
The cross-section is given by the product of three factors, 
(1) the available phase space, (2) the momentum distribution 
F(K) of the centre-of-mass of the neutron-proton pair with total 
momentum K (K = K 
n 	p + K - w ), and (3) a function S fi which 
depends on the relative momentum of the paired nucleons. The pair 
momentum distribution F(K), at least in principle, is calculable 
from the shell model and it is not a significant quantity from a 
dynamical point of view. It determines, however, the shape of 
the neutron and proton angular correlation. The quantity s fi con-
tains the nuclear dynamics, e.g. short range correlations, which 
mainly influence the photon energy dependence and absolute magni-. 
tude of the two body photodisintegration cross-section. 
In equation (4), Gottfried calculated the quantity Sfi by 
using the deuterium cross-section. The assumption is that if the 
neutron-proton pair wavefunction, at relative distance (x) much 
less than the nucleus radius (x < 10-13  cm), is to be identical to 
the free deuteron wavefunction in the same range, one can get the 
Levinger result. Therefore using Sfi 	3Y3Dfi  where y is a 
proportionality constant and the transition probability Df 	15 
related to the free deuteron photon-disintegration cross-section 
in the centre of momentum frame. Equation (4) is applicable for 
those nuclei which are closed shells (e.g. 16  0, 
40
Ca). But for 
other targets two complications will arise: (i) the form factor 
F(K) is no longer a function of JKJ only. This indicates that 
F(K) can not be defined as the probability of finding two par-
ticles of total momentum K
± 
 and zero separation in the Slater 
determinant; (ii) Sf1 contains interference terms. This com- 
plication eliminates the possibility of determining Sf 	from 
-11- 
the photo-effective deuterium as mentioned before. 
There are other calculations using the model of independent 
pairs 72 . In these approaches the photon is assumed to be 
absorbed by a correlated proton-neutron pair and the nucleon-
nucleon correlations are treated explicitly in a shell model 
framework. Whereas in the Gottfried and Levinger approaches 
the experimental deuteron photo-disintegration cross-sections 
are used as an input. 
Recently the question of validity of quasi-deuteron and the 
reason for its success has been investigated by the Bochum 
group 22 . They have discussed the dynamical aspects of photo-
nuclear reactions over a wide range of energies from 40 to 400 
MeV. The transition amplitude is considered to be made up of 
three components: (1) shell-model, (2) meson-exchange currents 
and (3) nucleon-nucleon correlations. The main purpose of 
Bochum's work is to see at what energies and cross sections the 
different contributions of shell-model exchange and correlations 
dominate. In this approach (23) the (y, np) total cross-section 
on 16  was calculated and the dominance of the exchange contribution 
to the transition matrix shows that the (y, np) process is sup-
posed to be the dominating photonuclear reaction in energy range 
of 	60 < E Y < 140 MeV (see section l.2.3 ). With respect to 
other partial cross-sections like (y, pp) or (y, nn), because 
of vanishing meson exchange contribution for proton-proton and 
neutron-neutron states the (y, pp) and ('y', nn) contributions 
do not contribute (see section 2.2.0). 
Apart from exchange current, Gari and Hebach 23 also con- 
sidered the correlation contributions to (y, np), (y,nn) and (y, pp). 
-12- 
However the amounts of these correlations in contrast to exchange 
current contributions for (y, np) is about 1%. 	The remaining 
contribution is due to pure shell-model. This contribution vanishes, 
since a one-body operator cannot excite two nucleons at the same 
time. The work of Gari and Hebach with the recent suggestion by 
Laget424) emphasise the importance of the meson-exchange current 
in the reaction mechanism (see sub-section 2.2.2.3 ). This type 
of contribution can explain the large enhancement of the total 
photo-absorption compared with the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule 
which ignores these contributions. 
In several papers by Noguchi and Parts (25,26) the quasi-
deuteron mechanism has been investigated in connection with (y, p), 
(y, n) and (y, np) reactions. The calculations presented by 
Noguchi and Parts differ from Gari and Hebach's calculation. In the 
Noguchi and Parts approach the use of scattering amplitudes instead 
of the wavefunctions was emphasised. The quasi-deuteron contri-
bution to the photodisintegration process followed Levinger's method 
of expressing the quasi-deuteron process in terms of the photo-
disintegration of a real deuteron, i.e. the deuteron photodisin-
tegration amplitude off the energy shell. Noguchi and Parts 
developed the quasi-deuteron model of Levinger by calculating 
the on-the-energy-shell contribution by considering the 4He(y,pnd) 
reaction. The cross-section for this reaction was found to be in 
general agreement with experiment. This method uses the 4He(y,pnd) 
amplitude to calculate the 4He(y,N)T cross-section (where N = 
proton, or neutron and T = 3 H or 3  He respectively). In this 
type of calculation Noguchi and Parts concluded that above 60 MeV 
the quasi-deuteron mechanism in addition to the single nucleon 





E 1 (MeV) 
Figure 1.6: Photonuclear cross-sections for 16o. Curve A: cal-
culated total cross section for single-nucleon emission 
(y,p) + (y,n) from the P-shell. Curve B: calculated 
total cross section for (y, pn). Curve C: sum of A 
and B, i.e. sum of the cross-sections for ('y', pn), 
(y, a) and (y, p). Curves A, B and C are calculated 
by Gari and Hebach (ref. 23). 
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section. However, the quasi-deuteron contributions dominate strongly 
the direct contribution at photon energies around and above 100 MeV. 
This conclusion was also reached by Gari and Hebach, using the above 
mentioned alternative approach. 
Another alternative method (27-29)of calculating the effect of 
photo-absorption by a nucleon pair is to extend the independent par-
ticle model by including Jastrow-type N-N short-range correlations. 
It turned out that, if the range of these two-body correlations does 
not exceed the range of typical hard core or soft core effects, there 
is no important change of the results obtained within the pure shell 
model, at least for energies below 100 MeV. 
Although the idea underlying the quasi-deuteron model namely 
the absorption of a photon by a neutron-proton pair, is certainly 
correct in energy region E > 60, the contributions due to (y, p) 
and (y, n) reactions should be taken into account. Gari and Hebach(23) 
in their suggested model calculated the total cross-section for the 
reactions 
16 
 0(y,p) and 16 0(y,n). These calculations (Fig.1.6) 
indicate that the (y, np) cross-section is equal to the combined 
cross-sections of (y, p) and (y, n) reactions (for emission from 
the p-shell of 160) near 60 MeV photon energy and exceeds them by 
a factor of ten at 100 MeV. 
In analysing the (y, p) and (y, no) reactions in 16o  (leaving 
the residual nucleus in its ground state) the proposed model of 
Schoch (30) for photo-disintegration cross-section attracted some 
attention. The expression which Schoch proposed uses the idea of the 
quasi-deuteron model. This model factorises the cross-section into 
the deuteron photo-disintegration cross-section ( do  ) (to be taken 
from experiment) and a factor which is determined by the overlap of 
the nuclear wavefunctions in the initial and final states, 
-14- 
- L da 
dc 	- 	 PS C(w , 0) 	 (5) 
where L is an adjustable constant, J and P are Jacobian 
and phase space factors respectively. w is photon momentum and 
0 is the angle of the outgoing particle. The model assumes that 
in the case of proton detection, the neutron is to be absorbed into 
the ground state of the (A - 1) nucleus. The results of this cal- 
culation are in close agreement with the existing (y, p) and (y, n) 
data below 100 MeV. In the Schoch calculation, a value of 5.4 has 
been suggested for the Levinger constant (L). It should be noted 
that if use has been made only of the exchange part, (A-a- 	(E))', 
of the deuteron differential cross-section, the Levinger 
constant ought to be increased. The reason for such replacement of 
(da 
-) 	with( do exch could be found in the use of the (ii + p) dd dQd 
meson exchange part of the differential cross-section for the 
deuteron. This idea simply means that the exchange part is the only 
contribution responsible for the absorption of the photon by a corre-
lated pair and it is a matter for further discussion and investigation. 
In the next section a brief assessment of the present section 
will be given and the questions raised in section (1.2.1) will be 
answered. 
l.2. 	Discussion Related to the Selection of a Model for Photo- 
Absorption Mechanism. 
The questions raised in section (1.2.1) can now be answered, 
using the review of different models presented in section (1.2.2). 
The first question was about the dominant mode of absorption of 
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photons in the intermediate energy. Figure 1.6 taken from Gari and 
(23) Hebach s calculation 	, clearly indicates that the dominant mode 
is (y, np) above E = 60 MeV. This indicates that the model of 
Levinger, namely, the absorption of a photon by a correlated proton-
neutron is indeed correct. However, it should be pointed out that 
the recent calculations by the Bochumgroup (23)  and Laget(10,14) in-
dicate the interaction of a photon with a nucleus through direct 
coupling between the photon and the exchange currents. In Chapter 
IV of this study an attempt will be made to speculate on this point. 
The second question in section (1.2.1) was related to the role 
of the single-particle absorption mechanism. This mechanism is 
certainly not a dominant process in the region above E > 60 MeV. 
However, its contribution to total cross-section is significant 
about E = 60 MeV (Fig. 1.6). 
The third question was concerned with the contribution due to 
the absorption of photons by clusters, such as three or four particles. 
For 	E Y < 150 MeV the wavelength of the photon is A 1.3 fm and the 
probability that three or four nucleons will be present in a nuclear 
volume of these linear dimensions may not be small in comparison with 
the probability of finding two nucleons in this volume. Consequently, 
it must be expected that the multiparticle photo-absorption mechanism 
will be of definite importance in this energy range, and its impor-
tance will increase with decreasing photon-energy. Taran 3 gave a 
confirmation for the above idea by measuring photo-absorption by 
12 C at E 	170 MeV. An interesting result is that in the region 
60 MeV C. E 
I 	
100 MeV, the contribution to total cross-section from a 
multi-particle absorption mechanism is about 6.2 MeV-mb. This in-
dicates that more experimental results and more theoretical investi- 
gations are necessary to confirm the role of multi-particle absorption 
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mechanisms. 
In the next section the different models suggested for the pre-
compound process will be considered. The purpose of this survey is 
to see the prospect of using such models for taking into account 
the final state interactions for photo-nucleons produced by the 
primary photon-absorption event. 
1.3.0 The Final State Interactions for Photo-Induced Reactions 
1.3.1 	Introduction 
Photo-nucleons produced by the primary photon-absorption process 
with a neutron-proton pair inside the nucleus may collide with other 
nucleons before they leave the nucleus, but prior to escape from nucleus 
they may be reflected from its surface. These effects will reduce 
the number of neutron-proton coincidences. There are other possi-
bilities which also exist, e.g. the collision of primary photo-
nucleons with pre-formed c-partic1esor other complex particles such 
as 
3
He, t and d. 
There are two synthesised models for taking into account the 
final state effects for ('y, np) reactions. These synthesised 
models are basically based on making a link between the quasi-
deuteron model of Levinger and a pre-compound model for nucleon-
induced reactions. These synthesised models are: 
Monte-Carlo Cascade calculations (3), 
Wu and Chang modified exciton model 4  
In the introduction to this chapter an assessment of these two syn-
thesised models has been given. However in the following sections 
a review of different pre-compound models will make clear the 
advantages and the disadvantages of these models generally, in 
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particular that type of pre-compound models which were used in the 
above mentioned synthesised models. 
1.3.2 Review of Different Models for Pre-Compound Processes in 
Nuclear Reactions 
Neils Bohr introduced the compound-nucleus model in 1936 (32) 
The basis of this model is the independence hypothesis. The 
physical picture of his suggestion was the immediate formation of 
an intermediate system in the course of interaction of a projectile 
with a target nucleus. Bohr emphasized that the break up of this 
intermediate system must in fact be considered as a separate pro-
cess which has no immediate connection with the first stage of the 
encounter. 
In 1947, Serber's remarks (33) gave indication that the Bohr 
independence hypothesis can only be justified when the system, 
i.e. projectile and target nucleus, loses fully the memory of 
the incident channel. The essence of Serber's idea was that 
there is a series of direct processes in the form of successive 
nucleon-nucleon collisions within the nucleus. These are generated 
by the incident high-energy nucleon which results in the direct 
emission of some of the nucleons that participate in the consequent 
collision cascade. 
In the early 1960's, experimental measurements (34) confirmed 
these direct emissions by the observation of a long and continuous 
region between a compound nucleus and direct interaction (Fig.1.735) 
These direct emissions are not accounted for by either the con-
ventional compound-nucleus or the usual direct reaction theory. 
E (MeV) 
Figure 7: 	Spectra from the (p,xp') reaction for 62 MeV 
56. 	o 
protonson 	Fe at 37 (ref. 35). 
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It is also experimentally observed that energy spectra show very 
similar shapes for different nuclei, i.e. a low energy peak plus 
an exponential decrease in cross-section, with increasing par-
ticle, energy. The angular distribution of complex and non-
complex particles emitted in a statistical reaction is predicted 
to be symmetric about 900. However, if the particles are emitted 
in some form of director pre-equilibrium reaction, a forward 
peaked angular distribution is predicted. 
The problem of continuous spectra was initially investigated 
theoretically by Griffin(36)Since this major initiative in 1966, 
different models have been suggested for the physical processes 
in this interaction region between compound nucleus and direct 
interaction processes. 
In this section, these models will be reviewed and their 
underlying theories will be discussed. Five groups of models' 
can be identified: 
1) group A (Exciton and Hybrid Models) 
2) group B (Cascade type Models) 
3) group C (Hot Spot type Models or Cluster Models) 
4) group D (Relaxation type Models) 
5) group E (Quantum Mechanical Approaches). 
1.3.2.1 Group A (Exciton and Hybrid Models) - General Remarks 
The first evidence of a smoothly varying background of the 
particle spectra beyond the evaporation maxima was observed long 
ago
(34)
Griffin successfully attempted to interpret this con-
(36) tinuum in particle spectra by suggesting the exciton model,
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in which it was assumed that equilibration between target and pro-
jectile was achieved by a succession of two-body interactions be-
tween the projectile and target nucleus. 
40) Models of group (A) (36, describe the states of an excited 
nucleus by characterizing them by a number, n, of excited particles, 
P, and holes, h, referred to as the excitons (n = h + P). Excitons 
are defined with respect to the Fermi energy of the target. In the 
first strike the projectile interacts with a nucleon and excites a 
particle-hole pair. These states have the characteristic of (2P,lh) 
and its exciton number is 3. A state of a given n, can decay 
either by means of a residual two-body interaction to states having 
a number of excitons n± 2 or by emitting a particle of a certain 
energy in the continuum. This indicates that the excitation of 
the nucleus with nth excitons are more complex than those of the 
(n - 2) 
nd 
 excitons and less complex than those of the (n + 2) nd  
excitons. 
The main physical assumption to explain continuous particle 
spectra is the exciton assumption. If the equilibration time 
t 
equ 	 dec 
is large in comparison to the decay time t 	of a composite 
highly excited system of target plus projectile nucleons, pre-
equilibrium emission will occur. 
Another common feature of all approaches in group (A) is the 
equation for the cross-section for nucleon emission of type x, 
although the different quantities are calculated in different ways: 
n 
da 	[fnx p(n-1, U) E 
dc p(n, E) .g.X(c)] .D(E).T(.,E) 	(6) 
n=n 
where the influences of proton-neutron distinguishability are 
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represented by the quantity f(n,x). 	The, sum is taken over all 
exciton states (n), starting from the initial condition (n) up to 
the exciton number which denotes thermal equilibrium (n). The 
quantities p denote the level densities of systems with (n) 
excitons and excitation energy E or (n-l) excitons and excitation 
energy U = E - B - c (B = binding energy and c = channel energy 
of the emitted nucleon). The emission rate into the continuum, 
A c (s), is derived from detailed balance principle. The single 
particle density is denoted by g. The dimensionless depletion 
factor D(E) accounts for the reduced population of each state 
due to particle emission from simpler states with smaller (n) 
The time T(c,E) is the quantity which was a matter of contro- 
versy37' 38) 	is in fact a specific time for the system to 
spend in configuration (n). In the hybrid model T(c,E) has 
been calculated, based on the fact that only transitions of one 
unbound nucleon are to be taken into account. This model neglects 
the influences due to the properties of the residual excited 
system, e.g. transitions of excited but bound particles. But in 
the exciton model each configuration (n) is considered as a quasi-
equilibrium one. Accordingly T(E,E) has been evaluated con-
sidering all the possible transitions (excited bound and excited 
unbound particles). The assumption of quasi-equilibrium 	however 
results in an angular distribution which is symmetric about 900. 
Therefore calculations based on exciton formalism are, in fact, a 
multi-step quasi-equilibrium process. 	In this terminology the 
hybrid model can be regarded as a direct multi-step process with 
a forward peaked angular distribution characteristic. 
The most controversial hypothesis of the models of group (A) 
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is that, every partition of energy for a given exciton number occurred 
with equal a priori probability during the equilibration process 40 . 
But, there is firm evidence (41-43) that although this ad hoc assump-
tion provides partial reproduction of nucleon spectra, it fails to 
predict the shape of a-particle spectra. On the basis of the above 
mentioned discrepancies about the a priori probability assumption, 
more elaborate investigations have been carried out to replace this 
44) incorrect assumption with a more realistic one 41' 	The most 
natural way of improving the theory beyond hybrid and exciton models 
consists in substituting, at each stage of the de-exciting cascade, 
the a-energy distribution in the. case of (N,a) reactions, or the 
nucleon energy distribution in the case of (N,N) reaction (N = 
proton or neutron). This energy distribution can be evaluated on 
the basis of the nucleon-nucleon or nucleon- a-particle scattering 
dynamics. Blann improved the hybrid model by considering these 
effects and introduced a new model, i.e. Quasi-Free-Scattering 
Model (see section 1.3.3 and Chapter III for a fuller des- 
cription of this model). 
1.3.2.2 	Group B (Cascade Models) - General Remarks 
The intranuclear-cascade model of Serber 33 in principle was 
introduced to describe the interaction of a high energy projectile 
with a target nucleus. Howeyer, the basic idea of using free par-
ticle-particle scattering cross-sections to describe data below 
(45,46) 100 MeV projectile energy has been accepted in recent years 
In this model, the trajectory of each nucleon is followed and after 
a mean free path, it will be assumed that a nucleon-nucleon collision 
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will take place. Except for limitations due to the Pauli Principle, 
it is assumed that this collision is identical with the free inter-
action. The most sophisticated version of the intranuclear-cascade 
(45) model is the one described by Chen et al. 	. In this calculation 
the target nucleus is taken to be a Fermi gas with a step function 
density distribution chosen to approximate the Fermi distribution 
and the effect of refraction of the cascade particles as they move 
through the nucleus has been taken into account. In a further re-
finement of the calculation, the possibility that particles with 
enough energy to escape from the nucleus may be reflected back 
into the interior, has been considered. In another version of the 
intranuclear-cascade model due to Bertini(46), the inclusion of 
refractions and reflection effects has been neglected on account 
of the fact that consideration of these effects suppresses the 
escape of fast particles to the extent that serious discrepancies 
are introduced for the elements considered at the lower incident 
energies and for the heavier elements at all the energies. How-
ever, although the neglect of these effects causes no problems in 
fitting data for protons with a few hundred MeV incident energy, 
when protons with a few tens of MeV energy have been used, a diffi-
culty was encountered, i.e. the predicated cross-sections fell off 
too fast as the angle was increased(47) This discrepancy might 
be due to the assumption of a straight path between nucleon-nucleon 
collisions. Thus neglect of the inclusion of the diffraction effect 
is likely to be the origin of the above mentioned trouble. In 
conventional versions of the Intra-Cascade Monte Carlo models one 
takes into account only the interactions that involve excited 
particles. It has to be mentioned that in a recent version by 
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Iljinov et a1. 48 , this shortcoming has been taken into account, 
although in a rather artificial way. 
In a recent calculation by Chiang et a1. 49 an attempt has been 
made to evaluate the inclusive cross-section resulting from the pre-
compound process, using a simplified version of the intranuclear 
cascade model. This model is. based on high energy (several 100 MeV) 
theory 
(50)  where, instead of following the complicated path of the 
projectile through the nucleus, one follows an average trajectory, 
namely the straight line in the initial direction and at the impact 
parameter b. Chiang's initiative has demonstrated a relatively 
successful reproduction of data for nucleon emission. In particular, 
the dominance of single scattering for inclusive cross-sections has 
been confirmed. However, according to the assumptions (50) from which 
the Chiang model is derived, they are valid for energies above 500 
MeV, but for smaller energies, especially below 100 MeV, little is 
known about their accuracy(51). The validity of the Chiang model has 
been further tested by comparing (Pig. 1.8.a) the angular distribution 
with both the experimental data and the D.W.B.A. calculation by 
Tamura et al. 
(52a)(see group E, section 1.3.2.5 ). The failure of 
the Chiang model to reproduce data as the angle was increased for 
209Bi(P,P') and 27A(P,P') reactions (the incident energy was kept 
at 62 MeV, Fig. 1.8), indicates that the wave-bending effect is 
important. The calculation by Tamura describes this effect quite 
satisfactorily. Therefore the comparison in Figure 1.8 indicates 
that the use of free-nucleon-nucleon kinematics for calculation of 
angular distributions in the Chiang model is likely the origin 
of the failure to reproduce data. 
209 
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Figure 1.8: The differential cross-section 	for (P,P') reactions dQ 
as a function of the laboratory angle 
0L 
 of the final 
nucleon. Empty Points: experimental data (ref-49 ). 
Solid lines: Chiang et al. calculation (ref. 49). 
Broken line: Tamura D.W.B.A. calculation (ref. 52a). 
1.3.2.3 Group C (Hot-Spot Models or Cluster Models)- General Remarks 
Several years ago a thermodynamical approach describing the pre-
equilibrium phenomena was suggested(53) In this proposal pre-
equilibrium is a consequence of a local excitation of the target, 
predominantly in the peripheral region. Such a local excitation 
in configuration space is referred to as a "hot-spot". After the 
establishment of local equilibrium the inhomogeneity of energy 
density is assumed to spread all over the nucleus according to a 
diffusion-type process. The local temperatures become measurable 
by observing the emission particle spectra. Recently (54) the con-
cept of the "hot-spot" model has been developed to consider angular 
distributions for nucleon-induced pre-compound reactions in nuclear 
matter. This classical approach appears to reproduce the energy and 
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angular distribution of the emitted nucleon and a-particle in a 
quite consistent way. Especially the comparison with (e,a) data (55)  
provides remarkable agreement for different target nuclei. (Fig. 1.9). 
The subject of "hot-spot" had been limited to theoretical dis-
cussion only. This situation has changed; there are at present 
at least three experiments in nuclear physics (56) and one experiment 
in particle physics 57 , each of which in itself can bardly be 
explained without invoking "hot-spots". This indicates that a 
strong support is growing for the idea that in nuclear or hadronic 
matter excitations can be localised in space-time, giving rise to 
pre-equilibrium phenomena. 
A1= 197 
2- AT= 92,94 
4. 	 3- A1  




Figure 1.9: Energy distribution of a-particle emitted in the re-
action AT(e,a)X  for different target mass numbers AT 
at E = 120 MeV and e= 30 . Continuous lines represent 
Stelte hot-spot model prediction (ref. 54). Empty 
points: experimental data (ref. 55). 
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1.3.2.4 Group D (Relaxation Models) - General Remarks 
One of the approaches for describing the progress of medium- 
energy reactions is through time development of composite nuclear 
systems. This intranuclear relaxation process in nucleon-induced 
reactions has been investigated by Harp and Miller (58) in a Fermi 
gas model, utilizing kinetic equations for the evolution of single-
particle-state occupation numbers. In this model the nucleus is 
viewed as being composed of independent proton and neutron Fermi 
gases. Therefore, the proton and neutron occupation numbers for 
the single-particle states of these gases completely specifies 
the internal configuration of the nucleus at any time. Further, 
it is assumed that the mechanism for the equilibration of the 
gases is through binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, where free 
nucleon-nucleon cross-sections have been incorporated to evaluate 
the binary interaction. In contrast to the exciton model 36 , the 
Harp and Miller model spends most of its time calculating the dis-
tribution among energy states of the excited particles and holes. 
However, in the exciton model this distribution is assumed to be 
known through ad hoc assumptions of equal a priori probabilities. 
Furthermore, the internal transition probabilities used in the 
exciton model are taken as some average quantity, while the Harp 
and Miller model calculates explicitly this quantity in terms of 
the assumed two-body interaction. 
Another time-dependent formulation of pre-equilibrium re-
actions has been proposed by Cline and Blann 59 in the framework 
of the exciton model. This approach has been further developed 
(6062) by Mantzouranig et al. 	, by incorporat
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flight of the leading particle. 
Recently a model for the relaxation process in a nucleon-induced 
reaction was developed (63) which is based on the Fermi gas model and 
uses the generalized transport equations. A comparison (Fig. 1.10) 
based on calculations using this model with the results of Mantzouranis 
and the generalized exciton model of Mädler and Reif 6 , shows that all 
of these exciton models give similar results up to reaction angle 
about 600.  However in the backward angles the exciton model pre-
dictions are too small by orders of magnitude. The calculation based 
on generalised transport equations explains data in the angular 
range up to about 900  remarkably well, but it over-estimates data 
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Figure 1.10: Double-differential cross-section of the reaction 
E = 45 MeV. Thick solid curves: experimental data (ref. 47). 
Solid curves: M'àdler and Reif relaxation process (ref. 63). 
Dashed curves: Mädler and Reif generalized exciton model 
(ref. 64). Dotted curves: Mantzouranis et al. generalised 
exciton model (ref. 62). 
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1.3.2.5 Group E (Quantum Mechanical Approaches) - General Remarks 
All the different groups of models which were reviewed in the 
previous sub-sections provide valuable information about the theoretical 
interpretation of the mechanism of pre-compound emission in nuclear 
reactions. One should realise that most of these calculations are 
mainly based on semi-classical theories and therefore should be treated 
with caution. The first attempt to provide a quantum mechanical treat-
ment of the reaction mechanism which considers both compound and pre- 
(60,61) compound problems was given by Mantzouranis 	. This approach 
is based on a quantum-statistical master equation and was able to 
give angular distributions that fit the experimental data with 
moderate success. One point worthy of mention is that this model 
has used the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections, while 
the Pauli effect has been neglected. 
The second initiative was by Tamura et al. (52)  who extended the 
direct reaction method into a new area of continuum transitions in 
contrast with the usual discrete state transitions. Their work 
achieves this purpose by assuming that any state in a nucleus is 
well described by the single-particle shell model. It therefore 
precludes any configuration mixing. More precisely, the experimental 
spectrum of the cross-sections, i.e. the continuum cross-section per 
unit energy, should be interpreted as an energy average of the sum 
of cross-sections taken over a large number of exciting states. There-
fore any configuration mixing contributions will be averaged out and 
the summed cross-section is thus reduced to what is obtained by 
assuming a pure single particle shell model. 
Finally Feshbach et aiJ39 have recently proposed a new way of 
tackling the pre-compound mechanisms which describe the reaction 
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mechanism by two very different routes depending on the nature of the 
excited states in the target nucleus. The excited states are divided 
into unbound and bound classes. If all the excited particles in the 
nucleus are bound, the description of the reaction can be based on 
quasi-equilibrium hypothesis giving rise to statistical multi-step 
compound emission. On the other hand, if at least one particle is 
in the continuum the reaction must be treated in a way similar to 
a direct process giving rise to statistical multi-step direct 
emission. Recently (65) the multi-step direct method has been com-
pared with data and the results show overall agreement with the 
measurements. 
The approach by Tamura calculates the elementary cross-sections 
based on the direct reaction theory and it was applied to a finite 
nucleus. However, the approach by Mantzouranis et al. (60,61) uses 
the free nucleon-nucleon cross-section and it was applied to an 
infinite nuclear matter. It is clear from Figure 1.10 that the 
Mantzouranis et al. approach fits experimental spectra rather well, 
particularly at the lower energy end. For the higher energy end, 
however, Mantzouranis et al.'s approach underestimates the experimental 
cross-sections. This discrepancy is due to the use of infinite 
matter, because when an infinite matter is assumed, there remains 
little chance for the higher energy components to survive. 
208 The Tamura and Feshbach approaches for 	Pb(p, n) with 
E = 45 MeV show similar predictions. The quality of fit for both 
approaches are the same and both consider one- and two-step contri-
butions. 
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1.3.3 Discussion Related to the Selection of a Pre-Compound 
Model for This Study 
In order to proceed with the detailed investigation of the final 
state interactions a pre-compound model is chosen from models dis-
cussed in section (1.3.2), considering the following criteria: 
The simplicity of the model, 
The ability to reproduce the data (angular distribution 
and energy spectra) by this model. 
The compatibility of this model for the purpose of com-
bining to (y, np), i.e. considering final state inter-
actions with this pre-compound model. 
The models of group (A) are considered to be the simplest. 
Therefore, refinement of these models in order to take into account 
the momentum distribution of particles inside the nucleus can make 
them more realistic, especially for the case of (N, a) reactions. 
Among the models in group (A), the hybrid model has been developed (6)  
in order to take the dynamics of (N, a) and (N, N') reactions 
into account. Recently the exciton model has also been developed (44)  
to consider the momentum distribution of particles inside the nucleus. 
Further the models of group (A) reproduce data reasonably well and 
they are capable of combining with quasi-deuteron model (i, np). 
In this group, however, the developed hybrid model has some advan-
tages compared to the developed exciton model (quasi-equilibrium 
assumption is employed after the first strike in developed exciton 
models, while in the developed hybrid model there is no such weak 
assumption). 
In group (B), although the Intra Cascade Monte-Carlo models 
use more complicated formalism, they are not capable of being used 
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for-cluster emission processes, e.g. (N, a). Although the Chiang 
model reproduces (N, N') data fairly well, for the (N, a) re-
action an extra free factor (pre-formation factor) should be intro-
duced with its limitations. Further the underlying assumption of 
the Chiang model is only valid for high energy projectile (500 MeV). 
Hot-spot models in group (C) have been used for (e, a) re-
actions. However the processes of collision of the photon with the 
nucleon and subsequent interactions are hidden in these models. 
Furthermore in comparing with experimental data, we shall have to 
keep in mind that direct reaction contributions have to be sub-
tracted in some way, a procedure which is in no way simple or unique. 
The models in group (D) have not been used for complex particle 
emission. However, the introduction of pre-formation factors in 
these models certainly creates similar problems to the ones that 
already exist in group A. 
Finally, in group (E), the two models by Tamura and Fethbach 
have some advantages compared to the third model (Mantzouranis et 
al.). However, compared to the other groups, Tamura and Feshbath 
are complete and sophisticated. But for the purpose of (y, np) 
final state calculations these models are not suitable. 
In this study the developed hybrid model (Quasi-Free-Scattering 
model) will be used (see Chapter III). 
1.4.0 	Objectives of the Present Study 
The purpose of this research can be divided into two parts: 
The development of the quasi-deuteron model. 
The consideration of the effect of the final state interactions. 
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In what follows, these two main objectives will be briefly explained. 
a) 	The two-body photodisintegration of complex nuclei, or the 
(y, pn) reactions, will be investigated using the quasi-
deuteron model. The classical quasi-deuteron model of Levinger 
is a simple model with three major shortcomings, i.e. 
The Levinger constant has been treated correctly by 
Levinger; however, the choice of nuclear model (Fermi 
gas) is not a realistic one and therefore the total 
photonuclear absorption cross-section will produce un-
comparable results with the values L = 6.4 or L = 8 
for r = 1.4 fm and 1.2 fm, respectively (r0 is the 
nuclear radius parameter). In this study the Levinger 
constant will be calculated using shell structure for the 
nucleus. To this end, a so-called "Pseudo-Levinger" con-
stant will be evaluated for different possibilities. 
These possibilities are when a photon interacts with 
(i) two nucleons from a iS shell, (ii) two nucleons 
from a lP shell, (iii) one from a lP shell, one from 
a iS shell and so on. Consequently the study will try 
to find an answer to the following questions in relation 
to the Levinger constant; 
(i) 	What is the dependence of the Pseudo-Levinger 
constant on the shell structure of the nucleus? 
(See sub-section 2.2.2.4). 
(2) 	Is there any possibility to calculate an accurate 
value for the Levinger constant? 
(See sub-section 2.2.2.4). 
The motion of the centre of mass of the quasi-deuteron 
reduces the height of the free deuteron cross-section and 
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broadens it. This effect has been considered for the case 
of angular distribution and energy spectra in an approxi-
mate manner by Levinger. However, in the classical ex-
pression for total cross section the effect of Fermi motion 
has not been taken into account for free-deuterons. Another 
effect is the binding energy of the correlated neutron-
proton pairs which shifts the free deuteron cross-section 
toward higher energy. Several papers in the past considered 
these two effects (see section 1.2.0). In the present study 
the calculation of double differential cross section will 
be carried out considering the Fermi motion of the centre of 
mass and binding energy of the correlated (np) pairs for 
different shell's contribution. With respect to the 
evaluation of double differential cross-section, the 
following questions arise: 
What are the contributions of double differential 
cross-sections calculated from different shells? 
(see section 2.4.0 and Chapter IV). 
How do the calculated double differential cross-
sections compare with the experimental data? 
(see section 2.4.0 and Chapter IV). 
III) 	Levinger's quasi-deuteron model simply link the total photo- 
nuclear cross-section to the photodisintegration cross-
section of the free deuteron (y + D -- n + p). An emerging 
physical picture is that below the pion threshold, the 
photon interacts with the nucleus through its direct coup-
ling to the exchange currents. Therefore in the frame-
work of the quasi-deuteron model, one could ask these two. 
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questions: 
What is the underlying reason that the simple 
model of Levinger overestimates the cross-section 
for photon energies below E1 = 150 NeV? (See 
Chapters IV and V). 
Can the free-deuteron cross-section be replaced only 
by the exchange part of the total photodisintegra-
tion cross-section of the deuteron? (See 
Chapters IV and V). 
b) 	The effect of final state interactions is the other objective of this 
study. The primary interaction of photon with nucleons (proton and 
neutron) generates two nucleons. The consideration of chain inter-
actions of these two nucleons with the rest of the nucleons in the 
nucleus provides necessary information on the pre-compound emission 
for y-induced reactions. The consideration of final states will 
give rise to the questions, as follows: 
How would be the success of combined models of 
quasi-deuteron and pre-compound quasi-free-
scattering in explaining the ('i', p) and (e, a) 
reaction in contrast to similar types of syn-
thesized models? (See Chapter IV and V). 
What sort of nuclear structure information can one 
obtain from (:, a) reaction? (See Chapter IV). 
The quasi-deuteron model will be re-examined in Chapter II. 
Then the model which has been used to consider final state interactions 
will be discussed in Chapter III. Chapter IV is concerned with the 
combination of quasi-deuteron and the pre-compound quasi-free-scattering 
model. This combined model will then be compared with experimental 





In this chapter a new method is developed in order to calculate 
the double differential cross-section for the (y, np) interaction 
in the nuclear interior of nuclei. It is assumed that the photo-
absorption process is due to the photo-dissociation of a correlated 
neutron and proton within the nucleus. The neutron and proton absorb 
the photon energy and may then escape from the nucleus. 
The total double differential cross-section for the interaction 
of y with the whole nucleus is obtained by, first, summing over 
the cross-section for the photo-dissociation of all possible neutron-
proton pairs in a particular shell, and then summing over all the 
shells' contributions. This particular shell can be constructed by 
two nucleons creating a pair. These pairs are either on a similar 
shell, e.g. 1S-1S shell, or they are on two different shells, e.g. 
1S-lP shell. 
The basic strength of photo-dissociation of any pair is related 
to the cross-section of the free deuteron. However, the probability 
of finding the neutron and proton in the nucleus at a distance within 
the nucleon force range (which is analogous to the same probability 
in the free deuteron) is theoretically evaluated for individual 
shells using two different shell configurations, (a) pure square well 
and, (b) harmonic oscillator potentials. 
In section (2.2.0) the basis of the model of correlated neutron 
and proton will be discussed. The formulation of this model will 
then be restructured in such a way as to be compatible with a cross- 
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section evaluation for individual, shells (section 2.2.1 ). A brief 
summary of a computer programme constructed to calculate (y, np) 
double differential cross-section will then be considered in section 
(2.3.0). Finally, section (2.4.0) concerns the conclusion to this 
chapter and an outline of the objectives of the remaining chapters. 
2.2.0. 	Principle of the Quasi-Deuteron Model 
The two-particle mechanism for the absorption of high energy 
photons (E1 > 200 MeV) was put forward (5)  with the aim of describing 
experimental data on photo-nuclear reactions at high energies. How-
ever, as was argued in Chapter I, the process of absorption of photons 
by the two-particle mechanism is also a dominant process at energies 
above the giant resonance region (E > 40 MeV). The proposed model 
for photo-absorption is based on two assumptions: 
the photons are absorbed mainly by nucleon-nucleon 
pairs in the nucleus, 
the cross-section for photonuclear reaction in complicated 
nuclei can be expressed in terms of the photo-disintegration 
cross-section of the free deuteron. 
The first of these two assumptions considers that the nucleus is 
built up from protons and neutrons only. The electromagnetic inter-
action is supposed to proceed via the one-body current. This picture 
cannot be the whole truth because of the presence of mesons in the 
nucleus. In addition, the nucleons can sometimes be excited to 
nuclear resonances. This means that the nucleus as a whole is a 
complicated system of mesons and baryons. Therefore the conventional 
picture, i.e. nucleonic degrees of freedom, can only be considered 
as an approximation. 
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The second assumption can also be justified within the framework 
of certain definite approximations. These approximations are as 
follows: 
I) 	Electric dipole moments of neutron-neutron and proton- 
proton pairs are zero. This approximation can easily be justified 
by the use of amodel suggested by Gari and Hebach 23 (see Chapter 
I, section 1.2.2). In this model the exchange contribution plays 
a dominant role at the intermediate photon energies. It has been 
suggested that these exchange terms are proportional to the isovector 
operator ( 	X  12) 	which acts on two-nucleon states as follows: 
4- 	4.3 
(Ti X 12) Inp> = 	pn> 
3+ 4- 3 
(Ti X 12) Ipp> = 	(r 1 x T2) Inn> 	= 	0. 
Therefore the contribution to the cross-section due to photo-absorption 
by (y, nn) and (y, pp) are neglected. It is also possible that the 
(y, np) cross-section can be calculated from the exchange current 
contributions for electric dipoles and quadrupoles. However, the 
dipole contribution to the total (y, np) cross-section exceeds 90% 
(22) 
up to 100 MeV photon energy. Thus higher multiples are not important. 
This is equivaiert. to assuming that dipole absorption plays the dominant 
role. 
The contribution to the cross-section of triplet and singlet 
(np) pairs is assumed equal with the exception of the spin weighting 
factor. Nevertheless, the contributions of the singlet state can be 
ignored and the transition due to the triplet state can be considered 
as the only contributing factor. 
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II) 	The wavefunction i1 E 	(1,2,3,..., A) for the target nucleus A 
is represented by the product of the wavefunction 	K for the two 
12 
isolated nucleons with momenta K and K2 and the wavefunction 




in the following form ignoring antisymmetric coefficient: 
K 
1 K 2 	= 	
k(r) 	- 	 (1) 
where 	is the wavefunction for the motion of the centre-of-mass 
of the two nucleons and it is taken in the form of a plane wave 
corresponding to the resultant momentum K 
= 	+ K z 	
is 
the wavefunction for the relative motion with momentum 	
= (
I -1(2)12 
at infinity and describes the unbound S state (in fact 	1pk 	is 
the wavefunction for the corresponding scattering problem). This 
function is taken in the effective-range approximation for the (np) 
interaction. 	Since small distances between the nucleons (less than, 
say, 1F) are important for the process which is being considered 
here, 	k(r) can be related to the wavefunction for the free deuteron 
d 	and, in particular, it can be shown 
(5) that 
. 	 (2) 
- 	III) 	It is assumed that the absorption of the photon by the (np) 
pair in the nucleus does not affect the state of the remaining (A-2) 
nucleons. At the same time, the nucleon momentum distribution in 
the nucleus is assumed (5) to be given by the Fermi distribution at 
1/3 zero temperature (the radius is taken to be R = 1.4A F). 
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2.2.1 Formulation of Quasi-Deuteron Model 
2.2.1,1 Derivation of the Total Cross-section Using Quasi-Deuteron 
Hypothesis 
By using the above approximations the photo-electric cross-section. 
of the quasi-deuteron was derived by Levinger (5) by means of the 





- E (4ir/v) 12 (a2 + k2) __ 2 12  a L] 	- L [24/(1 - ar)} 	- 
where Gqd is the photodisintegration cross-section for a quasi-
deuteron in which the neutron and proton have wave number k for 
their relative motion. 	ad is the free deuteron cross-section and 
is calculated in the dipole approximation in accordance with approxi- 
mation (I), (section 	.2.0). The other parameters are, 	v, the 
volume of the nucleus, a, the scattering length and, r09 the 
effective range of the nuclear forces (the essential details of 
effective range approximation are given in Appendix (A)). In con-
sidering the photodisintegration on a finite nucleus expression (3) 
can be multiplied by a factor NZ which indicates the number of 
ways of choosing the protons and neutrons forthe whole nucleus. 
a 	 27(l - ar ) 
_~l.:= NZ 	 0 
ad 	 a(a2 + k2)v 
 
In order to find an average value for the quantity (a2 + k2)1 
over all possible values of the wave number (k = li) in the nucleus, 
the third approximation can be used (section 2.2.0 ). The average 
cross-section can therefore be written: 
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a2ir(l - ar 
0 ) - 	= 	NZ 	 < (2 + k2)'> 	 (5) ad 
The average value of the quantity (a2 + k2) 1  can be evaluated 
by means of the following equation: 
<(a2 +2)> = 
	IJF(K1)F(K2)(ct2 + k2)' di 1  di2 	
(6) 
I IF(K) F(K2) di 1  dIt2 
where F(K1) and F(K2) are the momentum distribution of the neutron 
and proton respectively. Levinger 	used a Fermi distribution with 
the following form: 
F(K1.) dit1 =k 1 
3 K1 	 1 	m 
2 dK1  , 	K k 	 (7) 
'ILmJ 
where k 
m  is the Fermi momentum for wave number K1 	1 = 	I , and 
also one can write the same expression for protons with K2 = K21 
The value (5) for <(a2 + k2)-l> evaluated from equation (6) is 
4.1 k 2 . This value can be substituted in equation (5) to give: 
G 	 NZ .a 
- ar 
0 ) = qd  d 	 (8) 
av(4.l) k2 m 
If V is taken as, v = 7R3 with R = 1.4A 3, then one can write 
= - 7A(l.4) 3 . So, equation (8) takes the form of: 
(1 - ctr ) -T 
0 	 NZ 
°qd 	= 	[2.24. a  2 I • T • G 	 (9) 
m 
Levinger substituted experimental values for r, a and km  which 
enabled him to get the widely used expression for total cross-section 
of photodisintegration of the nucleus, i.e., 
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NZ 
qd 	= 	L. - r od 	 (10) 
where L is essentially the ratio of the probabilities of finding the 
neutron and proton in the nucleus at a distance of, say, less than lF 
from each other to the analogous probability in the free deuteron. 
Thus, L is given equal to: 
1 - ctr 





The value of this Levinger constant L was evaluated to be 6.4. 
However, Levinger found that, in his simple model, L depends on 
the nuclear radius parameter r and hence he had to use values 
of L = 6.4 and L = 8 for r = 1.4 fm and 1.2 fm respectively. 
On the other hand, a more recent analysis (66)  of cross-section 
data, obtained for light nuclei in the 50-150 MeV photon-energy 
range by Ahren et al. (67) ledthem to conclude that L ought to 
increase with A. Therefore the Levinger constant was suggested 
to-be L = 6.8 ± 2.5 for the 16Ocase. However, the Ahrens group (lob) 
itself fitted the very same data on 16o with L = 4.6. More 
recently the Saclay group (10b) usedL = 4.6 to compare with their 
experimental results, in spite of the fact that this value for 
Levinger constant created more discrepancy. It must be pointed 
out that with the exception of the Levinger evaluated constant, 
all the other values for this constant have been introduced through 
fitting to data. 
In the following sub-section the Levinger procedure for 
evaluating the Levinger constant will be discussed and a more 
realistic approach for calculating this constant will be explained. 
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2.2.l;2 Discussion Related to Problems Facing the Levinger Constant 
From equation (8) it can be noted that the nuclear photoeffect 
cross-section is obtained by averaging the cross-section for the photo-
dissociation of the quasi-deuteron over all possible neutron-proton 
pairs. This was carried out using the Fermi gas model for the nucleus. 
However, it is important to realize that in the infinite uniform 
nuclear matter the system is translationally invariant. Therefore, 
the energy of a particle cannot depend on its location but may depend 
on its momentum. On the other hand, in a finite nucleus, there is 
no translational invariance. With respect to this argument the 
shell model potential is a function of position and therefore it 
represents an improvement over the Fermi gas model. 
Thus the present study intends to use the shell model configura-
tion to calculate the Levinger constant in contrast to the Fermi gas 
model used by Levinger(5).  In this procedure the photon interacts 
with two correlated nucleons which are located on different shells 
and consequently the Levinger constant will be shell dependent. 
In the next section this new procedure will be presented and 
the results for two different nuclei will be shown. 
2.2.2 A New Approach to Calculate Total Photo-Absorption Cross-
Section and the Levinger Constant 
2.2.2.1 	Introduction 
In order to evaluate the total cross-section for the photo-
absorption process, the shell model approach will be adopted. In 
this approach the photo-absorption cross-section for different 
shells will be evaluated. To this end, for these individual 
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contributions, the Levinger constant will be separately calculated. 
This procedure uses the momentum distribution for neutron and proton 
resulting from shell model wavefunctions such as pure square well 
and harmonic oscillator. The calculated Levinger constant shows a 
decreasing trend in going from the lower shell to the upper one. 
In the next sub-section the procedure for calculating the total 
cross-section and the Levinger constant will be given with the help 
of an example (i.e. section 2.2.2.2). Then, it is appropriate to 
calculate the total cross-section by using this approach. A com-
parison is made with the experimental data using the suggested 
(14,24) 	. 
Laget formalism 	in sub-section (2.2.2.3). 	Finally in 
sub-section (2.2.2.4) a discussion concerning the results and out-
comes of the new approach for the calculation of the Levinger 
constant will be given. 
2.2.2.2 The Clarification of the New Approach by Using an Example 
The best way to clarify the new approach is to consider the 
(y, np) process on a light target, e.g. 12C. The photon interaction 
for a typical exchange contribution, giving rise to the (y, np) 
effect, can be expressed by Figure 2.1, where the basic strength 
of interaction is related to the photo-disintegration of the deuteron. 
Figure 2.1 
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The shell model potentials that will be employed are: 
Square well potential 
Harmonic oscillator potential. 
There are three possible contributions which can contribute to the 
(y, np) total cross-section: 
Contribution from (is—is) shells with NZ = 4 possible 
neutron-proton pairs; 
Contribution from (lP-1P) shells with NZ = 16 possible 
neutron-proton pairs; 
Contribution from (1S-1P) shells with .NZ = 8 possible 
neutron-proton pairs, which must be multiplied by 2 because 
both neutrons and protons fill iS and 1P shells. 
The Levinger constant for these three contributions will be calculated 
for the corresponding shell model potentials. 
In the following, each of the above mentioned potentials will be 
separately dealt with. The formalism for calculating the total photo-
absorption cross-section as well as the corresponding shell dependent 




2.2.2.2a 	Square Well Potential Case 
One can calculate the Levinger constant using a square well 
potential for the three above mentioned possibilities by using 
eigenfunctions associated with a potential of the form: 
v(r) 	= -v 	 for r < R 
v(r) 	=00 	 for 	r > R . 	 (12) 






A. n2. 2. J (K n2. r)Y £ni 	 (13) ,  
where A 	(2R3) 	1 
Using these eigenfunctions for the 1P and IS shells, it is possible 
to calculate the momentum distribution for individual nucleons in a 
particular shell by using the Fourier transform: 
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F(s) 	= 	
J(r) -i.r ~ 2 
e 	dr (14) 
where ip(r) is the special wavefunction and F(KN) is the momentum 
distribution of the nucleon (N = 1, 2) with F(K1) and F(K2) for 
neutron and proton respectively. In Figure 2.2A the momentum distri-
bution F(KN) for wavefunctionSassociated with square well potential 
are given. 
The quantity <(2 + k2)1> can now be easily calculated by the 
use of equation (6) for the three different possibilities of photo-
absorption by pairs from (15 - IS), (1? - lP) and (lP - IS) shells 
using nucleon momentum distribution resulting from equation (14). 
Equation (5) will now be identified with a particular shell com-
bination a . 
al-ar ) 
= 	 [ 
2rr( a.0
	





NZ . L' (16) 
where the subscript 	indicates (is - IS),' (1P - lP) and (IS - 1P) 
shells' contributions. The coefficient L' 	is equal to the quantity 
in the bracket in the right-hand-side of equation (15), i.e., 
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27(l 	
0) 1 L 	
= L 	
° 	<(2 + k2)4> 	 (17) 
- 
In the present study L' 	will be referred to as the "Pseudo Levinger" 
constant. The final total cross-section can finally be written by 
r 
L.. Gd 
	LGd  j 
	
(18) 
In equation (15), v is the overall confinement-volume for the 
scattering of a neutron and proton in their respective shells. In 
the case of square well potential, v is simply taken to be the 
volume of the considered nucleus, e.g. 12C, for the three shell 
combinations. 	The results concerning the calculated pseudo Levinger 
constant are given in Table (1). These results show the shell de-
pendent characteristic of the pseudo-Levinger constant. 
Square 
well 	 lS2 	is-lP 	1P2 	L' 
potential 	 av 
L' 	 0.664 	0.614 	0.460 	0.579 
Table (1): 	Pseudo-Levinger Constant (L!) calculated 
for 12C using square well potential. The 
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b) 
Figure 2.2A:  (a) Nucleon momentum distribution F(KN) for iS shell. 
(b) Nucleon momentum distribution F(KN) for 1P shell. 
For both cases the square well potential is used. 
2.2.22b Harmonic Oscillator Potential Case 
The procedure mentioned in (2.2.2.2a) can be considered using a 
harmonic oscillator potential with the following form: 
V(r) 	= 	- V + 
11 
 m 2r2 	 (19) 0 
The resulting eigenfunctions are given by 
(r, 	8, ) = (_
1)fl 
I ( 






where A = flA)/Fi. 
These wavefunctions can be used to provide F(K.N) from equation (14) 
which enables one to calculate the quantity <(c2  + k2)l> 	where 
again can take the three possibilities of (1S-IS), (1P-lP)and (1P-lS). 
In Figure 2.2B the momentum distributions F(KN) calculated by using 
the wavefunctions associated with harmonic oscillator potential are 
given. 
The cross-section can then be evaluated by means of equations 
(15) and (16). However the remaining point to be made about using 
the harmonic oscillator potential is that the volume v has to be 
calculated. The evaluation of a shell's expectation radius can 
easily be done by the use of the following relation: 
= 	I 	(r) r2 (r) d 	 (21) 
i'n'm' 	knm 
where <r2> 	is the expected radius for a particular shell, e.g. 
is-is and so forth. 	nm(r) is the wavefunction introduced in 
equation (20) for different shells. It seems reasonable that the 






. 	 (22) 
In Table 2 the results concerning the pseudo-Levinger constant 
are given. These results show the shell dependent characteristic 
of the pseudo-Levinger constant. 
Harmonic 
oscillator 	lS2  
potential 
L' 	 1.906 






Table (2): 	Pseudo-Levinger constant (L') calculated for 12C 
using harmonic oscillator potential. The poten-
tial characteristics are given in Table 9 
10 
10 
100 	200 	 100 	200 
(a) 	 K(Mev/c) 	 ( b) 
Figure 2.7B: (a) Nucleon momentum distribution f(KN) for (is) shell. 
(b) Nucleon momentum, distribution F(KN)  for (1P) shell. 
For both cases the harmonic oscillator potential is used. 
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2.2.2.3 Comparison of the Total Cross-Section with the Experimental Data 
The intention of this subsection is to calculate the total photo-
absorption cross-section for a ZA nucleon. To this end the total 
cross-section for '2C has been calculated using the two calculated 
pseudo-Levinger constants (see Tables 1 and 2 ). However, in order 
to evalute the total cross-section the averaged values for the pseudo-
Levinger constants have been used. 	Furthermore, the photodisintegration 
cross-sections ad have been taken from the partovi 6 parameterisa-
don of the free deuteron. 
Table 3 shows the result of the total photonuclear absorption 
cross-section 
°qd 
 for 12C obtained using equation (10). 
E (MeV) 	Gqd(mb) using square 
well potential with 
L' = 0.58 
av 
a.d(mb) using Harmonic 
oscillator potential 























Table (3): 	Quasi-deuteron cross-section computed using 
equation (10) with (Lay 	
L 
It is appropriate to compare the results given in Table 3 with 
experimental data. Figure 2.3 shows this comparison using the data 
taken by the Mainz group'9 . As the figure clearly shows, the cal-
culated results lie well above the experimental data. This con-
clusion however is expected because the simple expression of 
Levinger (equation (10)), overestimates the cross-sections for photon 
1 
10 	20 	30 	40 	SO 	60 	70 	80 	90 	100 	110 	120 	11 
E-.(MeV) 
Figure 2.3: 	Comparison of the calculated total cross-section and 
experimental data; the shaded area is data for 12 C 
taken from ref. (9), curves (1) and (2) are calculated 
using no floating parameter (see Table 3). These two 
curves are calculated using the square well for curve (2) 
and the harmonic oscillator for curve (1). 
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energies below E1 = 150 MeV. The resulting cross-sections however 
encouraged us to make a further investigation. To this end the recent 
(14, 24, 10) suggestion by Laget 	 has been considered. Laget, as 
mentioned in Chapter I, proposed to use the (ir+p) meson exchange 
part of the deuteron electrodisintegration cross-section (y+D -9-pn). 
Therefore an improved version of the old quasi-deuteron model with 
the following expression was introduced: 
aNZ CF exchange 
qd = A d (23) 
In the previous attempts, this equation has been used with the 
floating Levinger constant, while in the present study the averaged 
pseudo-Levinger constants L ,, given in Tables 1 and 2 , are 
used to calculate the total photonuclear cross-sections. 
Table 4 gives the results of this type of calculation and the 
comparison with experimental data can be seen in Figure 2.4. 




ad 	(E?) ( .1b) 
(LV) 	square well 	 harmonic.oscilla- 	taken from 
potential with 	tor potential 	Ref. (ba) 
L' = 0.58 	 with L' = 1.66 av 	 av 
32 0.771 2.216 37 
64 0.583 1.677 28 
96 0.492 1.413 23.6 
128 0.439 1.264 21.1 
Table (4): 	Quasi-Deuteron cross-section computed using equation 
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Figure 2.4: 	Comparison of the calculated total cross-section and 
experimental data; the shaded area is data for 12C taken 
from ref. (9), curves (1) and (2) are calculated using no 
floating parameter (see Table 4). These two curves are 
calculated using the square well for curve (2) and the 
harmonic oscillator for curve (1). 
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(lob) More recently Laget 	proposed more realistic values for 
exchange . 
ad 	in which the binding energy and Fermi motion effects have 
been taken into consideration. Table 5 gives the results of the 
calculated total cross-section, where the proposed averaged pseudo-
Levinger constant values and the refinement made by Laget for 
exchange 
ad 	are used. Then the resulting total cross-sections are 
compared with the experimental data taken by the Mainz group. 
The calculated results lie well in the shadded band above 60 





L' 	= 0.58 av 
aq (mb) using 
harmonic oscilla-
tor with 




i.ib refined values, 
Ref. (lOb) 
32 0 0 0 
64 0.166 0.478 8.0 
96 0.243 0.700 11.7 
128 0.271 0.778 13.0 
Table (5): Quasi-Deuteron cross-section for 12C, computed using 
equation (23) with () replaced by the pseudo-Levinger 
constant, (L'av)• The refined values for aare used. 
The comparison of calculated results with the experimental data 
stresses the importance of correlated neutron-proton pairs in the 
photoabsorption mechanism. The results also show the significance of 
the photointeraction with the nucleus through its direct coupling to 
the exchange currents. 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the calculated total cross-section and ex-
perimental data; the shaded area is data for 12C taken 
from ref. (9). Curves (1) and (2) are calculated using 
no floating parameter (see Table 5). These two curves are 
calculated using the square well for curve (2) and the 
harmonic oscillator for curve (1). 
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above was achieved without using a floating parameter, i.e. the Levinger 
constant. Therefore it is appropriate to calculate the photonuclear 
total cross-section for another target, i.e. 16o To this end the 
pseudo-Levinger constant is calculated for two different potentials 
(square well and harmonic oscillator potentials). The resultsof this 
calculation are shown in Tables 6(a) and 6(b). 
Square 
well 	 is 2 	is-lP 	 lP2 	 L' 
potential 	 av 
	
L' 	 0.495 	 0.457 	0.343 	 0.432 
Table 6(a): 	Pseudo-Levinger constant (L') calculated for 160 
using square well potential. The potential 
characteristics are given in Table 9 
Harmonic 
oscillator 	1S2 	is-1P 	 lP2 	 L' 
potential av  
L' 	1.426 	 1.319 	0.989 	 1.245 
Table 6(b): 	Pseudo-Levinger constant (L') calculated for 160 
using harmonic oscillator potential. (The poten-
tial characteristics are given in Table 9 
Evaluation of the total cross-sections were carried Out using 
exchange  
(E) for the free deuteron, including the consideration of 
the binding energy and Fermi motion effects for correlated (n-p) 
pairs inside the real nuclei. The results of the total photo-
absorption cross-section for l6o  are shown in Table 7. These results 
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are compared with the data taken by the Mainz(9)  and Saciay °1  
groups (Fig, 2.6). It has been assumed that the values for a exchange 
d 
for 12 C can be used 16  or 	0. 
E 
y 
 (MeV) 	a 
qd  (nib) using 	Cr qd  (nib) using 	a  
exchange (E
r) (jib) 
square well 	harmonic oscil- 	refined values 
potential lator potential Ref. (lOb) 
with 	 with L' = 1.245 
L' = 0.432 	
av 
av 
32 0 0 0 
64 0.220 0.635 8.0 
96 0.322 0.931 11.7 
128 0.359 1.034 13.0 
Table (7): 	Quasi-Deuteron cross-section for 16o computed 
using equation (23) with () replaced by the pseudo-
Levinger constant, (L'). The refined values for 
have been used. 
It became appropriate to compare the results calculated by Gari 
and Hebach (23) 	 16 for total photonuclear cross-section of 0 with the 
results given in Table 7. This comparison can be seen in Figures 
2.6a and 2.6b. 
The results of the calculation presented in this sub-section 
indicates that: 
a). the calculations of the pseudo-Levinger constant for two 
different potentials show the significance attributable to the 
alteration of the free deuteron cross-section arising from a 
consideration of binding energy and Fermi motion effects. 
b) the importance of the idea that a photon interacts with the 
nucleus through its direct coupling to the exchange currents. 
101  
- Gari-t-tebach 0 	(i'np 
Mainz Data U tot-al 
total  
+ 
-------Ouasi DeuteronMode(( I-f 0.P.) 
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Figure 2.6: 	Comparison of the calculated total cross-section with 
experimental data (see Table 7). 
+ 	: 	Harmonic oscillator potential used. 
x 	: Square well potential used. 
* : 	Gtotal = 0total - a(y,P) - a(y,2P) - a(y,ct). 
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2.2.2.4 	Discussion 
In section (2.2.2) a new approach to calculate the total photo-
absorption cross-section and Levinger constant was introduced. Al-
though the original formulation of the quasi-deuteron model was 
followed by this new approach, the shell model configuration was 
used in contrast to the Fermi gas model. 
The Levinger constant has been replaced by a so-called pseudo-
Levinger constant which is shell dependent. In order to calculate 
these proposed constants, two potentials, i.e. square well and 
harmonic oscillator, have been used. The calculations of pseudo-
Levinger constants have preliminarily been worked out for two targets, 
12 	16 
i.e. 	C and 0. The resulting values for these constants show an 
increasing trend from upper shell to lower one, for both studied 
cases. This type of calculation has extended to another nucleus, 
i.e. 
60 
 Niand the result of this calculation are given in Table 8. 
The evaluated constants for 
60 
 Niwill be used later in Chapter IV 
for the calculation of (y, p) and (e, a) energy spectra. For 
60 
 Ni
a similar trend to 12C and 16o for pseudo-Levinger constants can 
be observed. 
Calculations of the total photo-absorption cross-section by 
the theoretically calculated pseudo-Levinger constants stress the 
importance of the Fermi motion and binding energy for correlated 
p-n pairs inside the real nuclei. Furthermore, these evaluated 
constants for different shells can be averaged over for the nucleus 
under consideration (L' = ). When using the square potential 
for 12C and 16o  the obtained L 	7 while for 
60 
 Ni, L 	6. 
On the other hand, in the case of harmonic oscillator potential 
	
the obtained L 	u 20 for 12C and 
16o 





1S2  1S-1P 1S-id 1S-2S 1S-2P 	1S-l.f 
L' 0.157 0.131 0.124 0.136 0.131 	0.084 
IP's 
combina- 1P2 1P-id 1P-2S 1P-2P 1P-if 
ations 
L' 0.115 0.127 0.131 0.132 0.132 
id's 
combina- id2  id-2S ld-2P id-if 
tions 
L' 0.094 0.086 0.102 0.092 
25's 
combina- 2S2  2S-2P 2S-lf 
tions 
L' 0.090 0.080 0.078 
if's 
combina- if 2 lf-2P 
tions 
L' 0.082 0.097 
Table 8(a): 	Pseudo-Levinger constant L' calculated for 
60 Niusing square well potential. The poten-
tial characteristics are given in Table 9 
57 
iS's 
combina- is  1S-1P is-id IS-2S 1S-2P 	IS-if 
tions 
L' 1.134 0.617 0.420 0.583 0.575 	0.220 
1P's 
combina- 1F2  1P-id iP-2S 1P-2P iF-if 
tions 
L' 0.388 0.330 0.317 0.331 0.275 
id's 
combina- id2  ld-2S ld-2P id-if 
tions 
L' 0.197 0.151 0.148 0.160 
2S's 
combina- 2.S2  2S-2P 2S-lf 
tions 
L' 0.194 0.116 0.113 
if's 
combina- if 2 lf-2P 
tionS 
L' 0.123 0.123 
Table 8(b): 	Pseudo-Levinger constant L' calculated for 
60Ni using harmonic oscillator potential. 




Potential 	Characteristics I Sq.Wett & H.O. 
z 
A 
 N 	H. 0. Wi dthPar.I A 
= ITlWtfl 1 	 Sq. well Radius 
(Me v/c) 	 (fin) 
12 	 6.1 2.74 
16 0 	I 	78.2 	
3.7 
60 	I 
Ni 	50.3 	 4.69 
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Thus, a realistic potential may well produce a reasonable value for 
Levinger constant which lies between the two calculated values for 
12 16 60 
C, 	0 and 	Ni. 
Finally, the absorption of the photon (40 MeV to 140 MeV) by quasi-
deuteron has been associated only with the exchange part, ci ex (E) in 
the total photo-disintegration cross section ad(E) of the free 
deuteron. The importance of meson exchange together with the cal-
culated values for averaged pseudo-Levinger constan indicates a more 
realistic calculation in contrast to the classical quasi-deuteron 
model (see Figure 2.6). 
The proposed procedure for the calculation of different shell 
contributions to the final total cross-section can be used for 
evaluating the energy and angular distribution of outgoing nucleons 
where the square well and harmonic oscillator potentials will again 
be employed. The double differential cross-section for the (y, np) 
process is then the purpose of investigation in the following section. 
2.2.3 Derivation of the Double Differential Cross-Section Using 
the Quasi-Deuteron Hypothesis 
2.2.3.1 Introduction 
The energy and angular distribution of the outgoing nucleons after 
the interaction of a photon with a correlated neutron-proton pair are 
influenced, compared to the case of the photo-disintegration of the 
free deuteron, by the momentum of the neutron-proton pairs inside 
the nucleus and the binding energy of the pairs. If the shell model 
approach is again employed then there are different quantities which 
should be evaluated in order to construct the final double differen-







-1--- * -- 
'1 	p 
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evaluation of a corresponding binding energy of the pair 
from a specific shell (if the contributions from different shells are 
separately evaluated), 
calculation of the shell model wavefunctions (square well 
or harmonic oscillator) in order to determine the momentum distri-
bution of the quasi-deuteron inside the nucleus. 
evaluation of the pseudo-Levinger constant and the associated 
pairs for a particular shell, as has been discu3sed in section (2.2.2). 
The basic idea underlying the present approach and the similar 
(68,70) 	 (15) approaches adopted by Kim 	and Matthews 	are the same. Although 
the present treatment differs in many respects, obviously the main 
difference consists in the fact that while the approach adopted by 
Matthews does not consider the photo-interaction contribution from 
different shells (Fermi gas model adopted), the one that will be pro-
posed here calculates the different shells' contributions. It must 
be mentioned that Kim calculated the photo-interaction contribution 
from different shells for 12C by using an arbitrary momentum dis-
tribution for the correlated (p-n) pair and an overall floating factor. 
2.2.3.2 Derivation of Double Differential Cross-Section for 
(y, np) Reaction 
One can start to investigate energy and angular distribution 
for (y, np) process by introducing the kinematics of the quasi-
deuteron reaction. For this purpose we consider a photon with 
momentum w, interacting with a neutron-proton pair with momentum 
within the nucleus, producing a state consisting of one neutron 
and one proton ft before leaving the nucleus (see diagram A). 
This system of coordinates will be referred to as the Laboratory 
system and all the quantities referred to it are unprimed. 
Conservation of momentum in the quasi-deuteron picture therefore 
dcmands: 
= 	K n  +K P. 
	
(24) 
The momentum - for the remaining (A-2) nucleons is assumed to be 
the same before and after the reaction. 	In the following discussion, 
the top of the nuclear well is chosen as the reference point. For 
energy conservation one gets: 
K 2 K 2  
= E +E +Q 	 (25) Lm 2m 	p n 
where (K1, in1) and (K2, in2) are momentum and mass of proton and 
neutron respectively. The energy of the photon is w(ji= c 
E 
n 	p and E are kinetic energies of the neutron and proton outside 
the nucleus, as would be measured by particle detectors.' The sum 
of the separation energy for the (y,  np) reaction, the recoil 
energy of the (A-2) system, and the excitation energy of the (A-2) 
system is denoted by Q. 	Equation (25) can now be re-written in the 
appropriate form of 
K2  




2  K  1 - m1K7 where K = K1 + K2 and 	= 	 . Furthermore M m  + M  m 
 1 m 2 
	
in1 + in2  
and in = 	. 2  The assumption of m1 = in = m' will replace the ml+m2  
equation (26) with: 
K2 k2 	 - 
= E +E +Q . 	 (27) 4m m p n 
Therefore -- i the kinetic energy of the centre-of-mass of neutron- 
k2  proton pair and —p is the relative energy of the neutron-proton pair. 
k2  It has been suggested that 	can take values from 0 to 40 MeV. 
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k2  
Levinger assumed an average value for -j- equal to 12 MeV. There- 
fore the absorption of a photon by a neutron-proton pair occurs in 
k2  
a state characterised by -j- = 12 MeV. However, in the present study 
the state of the neutron-proton pair has been specified by Q as 
the effective binding energy. Thus equation (27) will take its new 
k2  
form by considering -i- equal to zero. 
	
K2 	 - 
= 
4m p 	n 
E +E +Q 	 (28) 
where in this equation Q is assumed to be constant. It depends on 
the particular shell where the pair will be picked up, and it is dis-
tributed equally between protons and neutrons. Furthermore, the 
direction of momentum does not change when the nucleons leave the 
nucleus, i.e. no final state interactions. In Chapter IV the inter-
action of the neutron and proton with the residual nucleus, leading 
to the emergence of the particles into the laboratory will be con-
sidered as a second stage of the calculation for (y, np) process. 
The relation between equations (24) and (28) can be established 
by writing: 
- 	inside 	1 - 
EN - EN 
where N can be either proton (p) or neutron (n). 
The formalism for the photo-induced double differential cross-
section can be derived by using the quasi-deuteron hypothesis, i.e. 
photons are absorbed by a pair of nucleons in the photo-emission 
of nucleons in complex nuclei (see section 2.2.0). On the basis of 
this hypothesis the double differential cross-section is related to 
the momentum distribution of the quasi-deuterons and the free 
deuteron photo-disintegration cross-section for a photon of energy 
w by: 
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Eda(w, e )1 
daW 	= I 
d2 	 dQ . G(K)dI 	 (29) 
p d 
where in this expression daW denotes the cross-section for a mono-
chromatic photon with energy w. The, other terms in expression (29) 
can be explained as follows: 
A constant c which will be specified later in this 
subsection, 
The term in brackets is the free deuteron photo-
disintegration cross-section as a function of photon 
energy w and the proton angle G• 
The momentum distribution G(K)di of a correlated proton-
neutron pair where dK is d3K = K2dK sinidi4d4 and 
is the total momentum of a pair. 
In the expression (29) the term [da(, 	'1d will be trans- 
formed to the system of coordinates where the deuteron is at rest. 
This system will be referred to as the rest system and all the quan-
tities introduced in it are primed. (See diagram B). The reason 
for such a transformation is that the free deuteron cross-section 
generally, will be expressed in terms of w', the photon energy in 
the rest system of the neutron-proton (diagram B), and v*,  the 
angle of the proton relative to the photon direction in the photon-
deuteron centre of mass system. The angle V and the photon-
deuteron centre of mass system are shown in diagram C. Therefore 
the term (da(w, O)/d)d can be transferred to the rest system 
(diagram B) by the transformation of variables (w, 0) to (w ?, v t):  
(da(w, 1d = J(da(w',v')/dc)d 	 (30) 
d(cos v') 
J 	 is the corresponding Jacobian (all the associated o d(cos 0 ) 
P 
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expressions concerning the Jacobian are given in Appendix B). 




(da(w, 0 p )/d 
p d ) = d(cos o 
p (da(w', v')/dc')d 	(31) ) 
Thus, expression (29) can be re-written by using equation (31) as 
d(cos v') 
do 	= c (do(w',v' )/d 	) d 	G(K)d . 	(32) 
	
d(cos  0) 	 p 	p d p 
The next transformation which must be considered is the trans-
formation of the variables (w', v') to (w', v*) in the free 
deuteron cross-section (see diagram C). The corresponding Jacobian 
takes the following form 
* 
d( cos v ) 
Jl 	 p.. 	 (33) 
d( cos v' ) 






p)d  d .G(K)d . 	(34) 
= c 
p d(cos o) 
It is convenient to proceed with the calculation of double 
differential cross-section by considering monochromatic photon 
energy. By the use of equation (34) the appropriate form for double 
differential cross-section can be constructed. This approach can 
then be easily used for a spectrum of photons, i.e. by summing the 
different monochromatic calculated cross-sections weighted for the 
corresponding photon intensities in the photon spectrum range. 
This approach will be discussed further in section (2.2.3.5). 
Another approach for dealing with a spectrum of photons is 
to take into account the independent probability B(w)dw of 
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finding an incident photon of energy between w and w + dw where 
the direction of the photon is kept fixed. This approach has been 
incorporated in the present study. By considering B(w)d, equation 




do = c 	 . J (da(w',v )Id 	) d2 . G(K)dK B(w)dw 
d(cosO) 1 
	p pd p 
p 	
(35) 
It must be pointed out that the differential dw is in the laboratory 
frame (diagram A) and it can be transferred to the differential in 
nucleon energy dE 	in the same system. However, the process of 
transformation tends to be difficult. Therefore a more appropriate 
procedure has been chosen. The differential dw will be trans-
formed to the corresponding one in the rest system (diagram B) by: 
dw - dw' 	J2 dw' 	 (36) --r 
- 	aU) where J2 = is the corresponding Jacobian. 
The differential dw' can then be transferred to differential 
in nucleon energy in the rest system by: 
aw'(E1 , v I)  
dw' = 
	p 	
p - dE' 	H 	J dE' 	 (37) 






is the appropriate Jacobian and it can 
be evaluated using the rest-system (diagram B) energy-momentum conserva-
tion equations which are 
( 	 I 





Equation (35) consequently takes the form of 




p  )/d *p )d 	p 
d 
[ d(cos 8)] 
	
G(K) dit B(w) 	 (39) 
where equations (36) and (37) are used. 
The last transformation which must be considered is the trans-
formation of differential dE' to the laboratory system (diagram A). 
However this transformation can be achieved by taking the appropriate 
steps, i.e. considering the following term in equation (39): 
d(cos \)' ) 	rdE' 	-1 	[d(cos V t ) 	d(cosO' 
dE 
) 
dE' . 	p = 	 p p . dE I 
0' ) 	d(cos 0 ) ] d(cos e ) 	L P 	 d(cos 
• 
p p p 
(40) 
In this equation the second bracket has been introduced because as it 
is obvious from diagram A, the variables (0, 	) are transformed 
to variables (v', ') in diagram B. However this transformation 
will be achieved by using the chain process, i.e: 
(0, Y -. (0', 4') - (\)' 	q') 	. 	 (41) 
It is also convenient to write equation (40) in a new form: 
d(cos v' ) 	 EdE' 	d(cos o' ) T 	d(cos j'  ) 
dE' . 	 = 	
P 
dE .1dE  p . p p 




The term in the bracket is simply equal to j— (see Appendix B). 
Therefore equation (39) will take its new form by substituting 
equation (42), bearing in mind the equality of 
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P 	p 
cos 0' ) 	K 
= 
a(E, Cos e) 	 K' 
p 	p p 
de = c(da(w', v*)/d*) 	G(K) d B(w) J1.J2.J3.J4 dE d1 
43) 
	
d(cosv' ) 	K 
where J 	 . 	• 	Finally the double differential 
d(cos 0' ) 	K' p p 






 G(K)(da(w', v )/dw
* 
 ).B(w).J 	(44) 
dE dn 	 p 	p 	tot 
pp 
where dit = d3K = K2dK sindd4 and J 	= J •J •J 
tot 1 2 3 
In equation (44) the integration is over the momentum distribution 
of the pair. The integration is justified because the undetected 
nucleon is of course not necessarily coplanar with the detected 
proton and photon. 
An unsolved issue is the matter of constant (c) in equation 
(44). The calculation of this constant will proceed as follows: 
The integration of equation (44) over all energies and angles 
gives the total cross-section, i.e. 
A 	- 	d da 	dE 	 (45) aqd ff dE c 	p p 
pp 
or, 




A 	= 	A 
aq c a. 	 (47) 
where a. is equal to the term in brackets in equation (46) and 
ad is the total photonuclear absorption cross-section considering 
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alteration due to binding-energy and Fermi-motion effect for the cor-
related proton-neutron pairs inside the real nuclei. On the other 
hand, the widely used Levinger expression without due consideration 
to these effects was introduced by: 
aqd 	= 	NZ ad(E,,) 	. 	 (48) 
This expression can be weighted by the same photon spectrum as that 
in equation (46), i.e. B(w)dw , 	then 
= 	NZ [ fd 	
B(w) d I 	. 	 (49) 
The term in the bracket is total deuteron cross-section and it can 
be equal to cr in equation (47) by defining the following relation 
A - l 
aq 	- 	
f 
CT (w) B(w) dw . 	 (50) 
Constant c' 1 denotes the reduction of 1a 
q 
(w) B(w)dw in order to 
j 
be equal to a' . 	The reason for this reduction is that, a q qd 
without due consideration to the binding-energy and Fermi-motion 
effects, overestimates the total photonuclear absorption cross-
section for a ZAN nucleus. 
Therefore the constant c in equation (47) can be defined as: 
= 	
A NZ. 	 (51) 
Justification for equation (51) can be fulfilled by the multiplication 
of 	G 
A  
q in equation (47) by constant c
, 
 (defined by equation (50)) 
which will make equation (47) equal to equation (49). 
Thus, equation (44) will take its appropriate form which is 






dKG(K).(da(',v )/d * ) .B(w).J 	. 	(52) 
PP 
P 	Pd 	tot 
This is the expression which has been used during the calculation of 
energy distribution of the primary nucleons. The term nucleon can now 
be specified by neutron or proton because the calculation of each of 
them would be completely symmetric if the protcn and neutron masses 
are assumed to be equal. 
Equation (52) can be used to calculate the contribution from 
different shells if one introduces a suitable value for Q, as a 
separation energy of the pair picked up from a particular shell in 
a specific nucleus. However, there are two more terms which must 
be specified before one can evaluate the shell's contribution. The 
first term is momentum distribution of pair G(K) and the next one 
is the pseudo-Levinger constant. 
2.2.3.3 Momentum Distribution of Quasi-Deuteron 
The pair momentum distribution G(K) has been suggested (71) as 
a simple Gaussian function of the form: 
K2 
	
G(K) 	A exp (- 	-) 	 (53) 
where a is the width of the Gaussian distribition. Constant A 
can be evaluated using the normalization condition (A = 2 Tct2) 31'2.  
G(K)d3K = i . 	 (54) 
For the purpose of evaluation of a shell's contribution to the 
final cross-section, one needs to derive separately the momentum 
distribution for each shell. The most powerful expression for closed 




G(K) =Z 	E 	(29A-l)(29'+l) <U'oojpo> 	x 
nn' U' p=k-i'I 
X 	
f 
R (r)R,,(r)j (Kr)r2dr  
where <U'ool p0> is a Clebsch-Gordn coefficient, R 	(r) is 
nz 
the radial part of the wavefunction p.(r); and i(Kr) is the 
spherical Bessel function of order p. 	In section (2.2.4) a simple 
example will be given where the construction of G(K) for different 
shells will be carried out by the use of expression (55). 
2.2.3.4 Pseudo-Levinger Constant for Shells' Qontribution 
The last parameters tc be discussed are the pseudo-Levinger con-
stant and the number of nucleon pairs in each shell. In section (2.2.2) 
the process of constructing the pseudo-Levinger constant for each 
shell and the number of nucleon pairs for a particular shell, was 
discussed. However, in the case of double differential cross-section 
one can construct the pseudo-Levinger constant for each shell by the 
use of equation (47), where constant c is defined similar to equation 
(51), i.e. 
c = L NZ 
	
(56) 
where use has been made of equations (16) weighted by the same photon 
spectrum, i.e. B(w)du 
Therefore the double differential cross-section for a particular 
shell can then be written as: 
E d2a 1 rda 1 
[d dE] 	
= 	L N Z j d3K G(K) 	* 	tot' . 	(57) 








'dadE = 	lddE 
18 L 	 8 L PP 
where 8 can take the forms of 8 = IS-iS, 1S-1P and so forth. 
N8Z8 is the number of pairs to be considered for each shell. G8(I() 
is the momentum distribution for a particular shell under consideration. 
L 	is again pseudo-Levinger constant. 
In the following subsection, i.e. (2.2.3.5), two different 
approaches with the intention of calculating double differential 
cross-section for photo-induced reaction will be discussed. Then, 
in section (2.2.4), 12C will be used to demonstrate (by a simple 




can be carried out. 	 8 
L ' 	 . 
2.2.3.5 Discussion Concerning Two Approaches for Deriving the Double 
Differential Cross-Section for (y, np) Process. 
The derivation of double differential cross-section for (y, np) 
was discussed in subsection (2,2.3.2). Equation (52) was derived 
with the intention of analysing experimental data using the continuous 
photon-spectrum. As it was mentioned before, it is possible to derive 
an expression for monochromatic photon induced double differential 
cross-section. The starting point can be equation (34), i.e. 
d(cos')' p ) 	 * 
dew 	
= c d(cos @ ) J1 (do (w', *)/) dc.G(K)di 
p 
(59) 
This equation can be written as follows by writing 
dK = K2dK sinddq, i.e. 
(58) 
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doW = d(cosv') 	 * 	* 	dK 
d(cos 0 ) 	
J1(da(w',v )/dc pd dE' . dE' d.G(K)R2sindiiid, 
P p p 
(60) 
By using equation (40), equation (60) takes the new form, i.e. 
d2oW 
= c 	 (61) 
dE d 
pp 








J 	 p 
G(K)K2.J tot' 	
* 	* 
tot 	,v )/dc )d.sindd 	(62) dE dc - 
pp 
where J tot = J1.J4.J5. 	Equation (62) can then be weighted by 
bremsstrahlung intensity for the purpose of comparing with bremsstrah-
lung photo-proton data. Using the approach mentioned above needs a 
careful consideration of the relation between K, j and 4 and further 
investigation is necessary in order to use this approach in the analysis 
of experimental data. 
2.2.4 The Clarification of Calculation Concerning Double Differen-
tial Cross-Section 
2.2.4.1 Introduction 
In this section the calculation of double differential cross-section 
for photo-induced reaction will be carried out by the use of the formalism 
given in section (2.2.3). 	In this calculation, equation (57) for in- 
dividual shell contribution and equation (58) for final double dif-
ferential cross-section as a sum of individual contribution have been 
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incorporated. Calculation of the total cross-section which was carried 
out by the use of two types of potentials in section (2.2.2) can now 
be extended for the evaluation of double differential cross-section. 
Thus one can again choose the target 12C for the demonstration 
of the calculation by using the two following potentials for (y, np) 
process. 
square well potential 
harmonic oscillator potential. 
In the following these two cases will be discussed. 
2.2.4.1a. 	Choice of Square Well Potential 
Calculation of the three contributions from 1S-1S, 1S-lP and 
1P-lP can easily be done by the use of equation (57). For this 
equation, calculation of terms such as pseudo-Levinger constant and 
number of possible pairs was discussed in (2.2.2). The term G(K) 
is constructed by the means of equation (55) for different shells 
using the corresponding eigenfunctions of the pure square well. 
Ed2a_1 	Ed2a 1 	12 The results of [dE and [d,,pdEP]F for C are given in Figure 
(71) 2.7 , 	and are compared with some data 	for (y, p) process 
o:n12C using Bremsstrahlung end-point energy of 98.5 MeV. In Figure 
2.8, the shape of G(K) for different shells is demonstrated. Al-
though 12 C is not a closed shell nuclei, equation (55) is used with 
an appropriate weighting factor (NZ), which will take into account 
the reduction of the number of p-shell nucleons in contrast to a closed 
shell nuclei. 
(baW'is /qg1)  3PUP1OP 
Figure 2.7: 	Proton double differential cross-sections are calculated 
using the square well potential and compared with the 
experimental data 71 . Empty circle: experimental data. 
Broken curve: sum of shell's contribution. 







I I- C C 
C 
Figure 2.8: 	Curves (1) and (2) are the quasi-deuteron momentum dis- 
12 	 1 and 
tribution ( C) using the square-well A harmonic oscillator 
associated wavefunctions, respectively (see section 2.2.4). 
Top right corner curve is the deuteron momentum distri-
bution using equation (53). 
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2.2.4.lb Choice of Harmonic Oscillator Potential 
For harmonic oscillator potential, the procedure to calculate 
L and NZ which was mentioned in section (2.2.2) will be used. 
The momentum distribution G 	using harmonic oscillator wave- 
functions can again be structed by means of equation (55). 	The 
shapes of G 	for 1S-lS, 1P-lP and 1P-lS are shown in Figure 
2.8. The double differential cross-sections 	
dEJ  and Ld 2 E 
using C are evaluated and the results can be12 	 - seen in Figure 2.9 
(where comparison is made with (y,p) data taken by Matthews et al. 71 
2.2.4.2 Discussion Related to the Results of Double Differential 
Cross-Sections 
The results of double differential cross-section for 12C(y,p) 
show that by using square well potential the data lie below the sum 
of shell's contribution (Fig. 2.7, broken line). On the other hand, 
j 
the results of calculation of Id E d2c 
dE 	
for the case of harmonic oscillator 
p  
significantly overestimate the experimental data (Fig. 2.9, broken line). 
As Figures 2.7 and 2.9 show, the calculated values fall below data in 
the energy region above 60 MeV. This discrepancy in both cases may 
be due to other channels contributing to the build-up of cross-section, 
e.g. direct (y,p). It must be pointed out that the final state effects 
have not been considered and the consideration of it may widen further 
the gap between the calculated and the experimentally taken data. 
In the next section a brief summary of the computer programme 








Proton double differential cross-sections are calculated 
using the harmonic oscillator potential and compared with 
the experimental data 71 . Empty circle: experimental data. 
Dash-dotted curve: sum of shell's contribution. Full 
curves: contribution from different shells. 
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2.3.0. 	The Computer Programme Constructed to Calculate the Double 
Differential Cross-section for the A(y,np)A-2 Process 
The task of evaluating the double differential cross-sections 
where N denotes the proton or neutron, was carried out 
by constructing aQmputer programme capable of performing the inte-
gration on the momentum of the pair in equation (57). In section 
(2.3.1) the procedure to calculate the cross-sections for the photo-
disintegration of the deuteron will be given and then in section 
(2.3.2) the main steps taken in order to calculate equation (57) 
will be outlined. 
2.3.1 Calculation of Deuteron Cross-section (y+D -- n+p) 
In a paper by partovi(69) the following equation was introduced 
to calculate the. cross-sections for photo-disintegration of the 
deuteron 
* 	 * 	* 	* 	* 
* 	( v = a + b sin2v ± c cosv ± d sin 2u COS V 
dsl 
 + e sink v *(63) 
where the +ve signs apply to proton detection and the -ye signs to 
neutron detection. All the parameters (a, b, c, d and e) were 
(69) 
tabulated for different energies in the Partovi paper. This equation 
was used for photon energies less than 80 MeV. (N = proton or neutron). 
For photon energies above 80 MeV, the least square fits to Kose 
et al. (72)  data were given by themselves. They fitted their measure-
ments with the function: 
da 	* 	 * 
* (w , V N 
= A 4- B cos V + c cos2V* 	 (64) 
d N 
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where the -hie and -ye signs apply to the detection of protons and 
neutrons respectively. This expression has been used to calculate 
the cross-section for photo-energy above 100 MeV. 
2.3.2 A Brief Summary of the Computer Programme 
The main steps taken in order to evaluate equation (57) are 
outlined as follows: 
The photon energy is calculated for a set of specified 
angle and energy for the outgoing particle for a particular set of 
pair momentum variables, i.e. K, 1 and 	. The calculation can 
be performed by means of conservation of momentum and energy equations 
(24) and (28), i.e. 
W = 	F(K, 	E, ON) 
Intensity of bremsstrahlung B(w) for the specified photon 
energy in part (I) was calculated for photon-induced reactions by 
means of extreme relativistic formula of Bethe and Heitler (73, 74)  
(75) and for electron-induced reactions by using the DWBA formalism 
The momentum distribution of a correlated neutron and 
proton pair, G(K), can be evaluated by choosing either the square 
well or harmonic oscillator potentials for a specified value of K 
using equation (55) (for a particularly chosen shell). 
* 
Free deuteron differential cross sections, d 	'' 
dnN  
for photo energies less than 80 MeV were constructed by 	inter- 
polation between the calculated cross-section according to the 
Partovi formula (69) and for the photon energy range above 100 MeV 
a least squares fit to Kose et al. (72)  angular distribution data 
provides the necessary expression for the cross-section of photo- 
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disintegration of the deuteron. An interpolation between the Partovi 
calculations and the measurements of Kose et al. was made in the 
photon energy range 80-100 MeV (see section 2.3.1). 
V. 	Calculation of two total Jacobians by using the formalism 
discussed in section (2.2.3), (see Appendix B) was made and the in-
tegration on d3k (d3k = k2dk sindid4) then carried out. The 
final calculation of the double differential cross-sections could 
be determined with the values of pseudo-Levinger constant calculated 
as given in section (2.2.2) for a particularly chosen shell. 
2.4.0. 	Conclusion and Further Objectives 
The immediate consequences of the approach mentioned in this 
chapter can be classified into two categories: 
Calculation of the total and double differential cross-
section without a floating factor has been achieved for the cases 
of interest, i.e. pure square well and harmonic oscillator potentials, 
for the (y, np) process. 
Comparison of the evaluated proton double differential 
cross-section with experimental data, (71) for the case of pure 
square well potential, overestimates data by a small factor 4 
(in the region less than 60 MeV (Fig. 2.7). In a similar com-
parison using the harmonic oscillator potential the calculation 
overestimates data by a large factor 8 (in the region less than 
60 MeV (Fig. 2.9)). The calculated results also show that both 
of the potentials cases are not capable of reproducing the data 
in the region above 60 MeV. The interesting point is the dif-
ference in the use of these two potentials which is about a factor 




Figure 2.10: 	The calculated results in Fig. 2.7 (broken curve) and 
in Fig. 2.9 (dash-dotted curve) are compared with experi-
mental data (71) (empty circle). 
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The double differential cross-section was also evaluated using 
for the G(K) a simple Gaussian distribution (refer to equation 
(53) and Fig. 2.8, top right corner curve). This cross-section is 
compared with the above mentioned data (Fig. 2.11) where a normaliza-
tion factor in the form of Levinger constant L = 2 and a factor 
NZ are incorporated (the oscillator parameter ci = 109 MeV/c). 
A comparison can also be made between the double differential 
cross-section that results from either a pure square well or har-
monic oscillator potential and the double differential cross-
section evaluated using the previously referred Gaussian distri-
bution for G(K) (Fig. 2.12). 
The objective of this chapter was to provide a new approach 
for the calculation of the final (double differential cross-section 
in the process for the (y,np) reaction. The final state inter-
actions were ignored in this type of calculation because the chosen 
target was a light one and in this situation the outgoing particles 
are not that much sensitive to secondary collisions with the other 
target nucleons. 
The main objective of the next chapter is to introduce a 
formalism in order to take final state interactions into considera-
tion for medium and heavy target nuclei where the final state inter-
action becomes important. As a natural extension of this investi-
gation emission of complex particles, e.g. c-partice, as part of 






















Figure 2.11: 	Comparison of calculated double differential cross- 
section using the floating factor Levinger L = 2 


















bAa W J S/q1j}p(Jp/DD 
Figure 2.12: 	The calculated results in Fig. 2.7 (broken curve) and 
in Fig. 2.9 (dash-dotted curve) together with the 
results in Fig. 2.11 (full curve) are compared with 
7  the experimental data. 
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CHAPTER III 
QUASI-FREE SCATTERING MODEL 
3.1.0 	Introduction 
The quasi-free scattering model (6)  for particle induced reactions 
providing pre-compound energy distribution of emitted particles will 
be explained in this chapter. This model was chosen from among all 
the pre-compound models (see Chapter I) because of its success in 
producing the energy distribution of particles emitted prior to the 
equilibrium state for the nucleus. 
The central assumption which this model is based on is the use 
of quasi-free scattering mechanism. To this end the model will be 
referred to as the QFS model. There are two types of nucleon induced 
reactions which are of interest in the present study. In the first 
type the emission of nucleons is the prime interest, while in the 
second type the emission of o-particles is of interest. The reason 
for studying these reactions is that it provides a direct link for 
the investigation of the energy distribution of reaction of the 
types 	 ) , (ea), see diagrams 3.1(A) and 3.1(B). 
In section (3.2.), the description of the principles governing 
the QFS model for (Nucleon, Nucleon') reactions will be given, then 
the formulation of the QFS model for (N,N') reaction will be presented 
in section (3.2.1). The principles of the QFS model for the case of 
(Nucleon-Alpha) reactions will be discussed in section (3.3.0) and 
the related formulation for this case will be given in section (3.3.1). 
Finally, in section (3.4.0) a formalism will be developed for the 
specific photo-nuclear induced (y, p ) and (e, a) reactions using 






Collision of y-ray with a correlated neutron and proton 
The process of collision between neutron and proton inside 
the nucleus (The QFS model is used). 
The process of collision between proton and proton inside 
the nucleus. (The QFS model is used). 
The reaction of type (y,p) can be explained by linking 
y-induced reaction (a) to the nucleon-induced reactions 
b) and c) for considering the final state interaction 







Collision of y-ray with a correlated neutron and proton. 
The process of collision between neutron and a-particle 
inside the nucleus (The QFS model is used). 
The process of collision between proton and a-particle 
inside the nucleus. (The QFS model is used). 
The reaction of type (y,ct) can be discussed by linking 
y-induced reaction (a) to the nucleon-induced reactions 
(b) and (c) for considering the final state interactions, 
n 
i.e. (y 	a). 	It is noticeable that the process of 
P/ 
collision between n or p with nucleon and subsequently 
with a-particles, has not been shown in (b), (c) and (d) 
(see section 3.3.0). 
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3.2.0 Principle of the Quasi-Free Scattering Model for (Nucleon-Nucleon') 
Reactions 
The basis of the quasi-free scattering model for nucleon induced 
reactions are as follows: 
The reaction of the nucleon with the target- nucleus is viewed 
microscopically as proceeding through a series of two-body collisions 
between the projectile nucleon and the nucleons within the target. 
Blann et al. (6) assumed this to conform to Fermi gas model momentum 
distribution. 
At time to when the nucleus is in the ground state, the 
nucleon enters the potential well of the target nucleus. The two-
body collisions of the projectile nucleon with all possible nucleons 
in the target are computed using free nucleon-nucleon angular dis-
tributions to determine the energy distributions of the projectile 
nucleon in the well after collision. 
Phase space arguments are applied to the calculation of the 
emission rate versus the internal transition rate of the projectile 
nucleon (see diagram 3.2). 
The result after the first interaction at time t1 is a 
projectile nucleon energy distribution in the nuclear well, and an 
emission spectrum for the inelastically scattered projectile nucleon. 
The struck nucleon energy distribution inside the nucleus and its 
emission spectrum has been taken into account. 
As this process is repeated the projectile nucleon continues 








Diagram 3.2: 	Pictorial representation of the ideas of the two-body 
interaction toward an equilibrium and the possibility 
of emission of particles. Full circle is particle and 
empty circle is hole. 
In the next section the above principles will be formulated in 




3.2.1 Related Formulation for (N, N') Reactions 
One can divide the potential well of the target nucleus into 
1 MeV bins, then an incident nucleon of laboratory energy E1 enters 
the potential well of the target nucleus with Fermi energy E  
For convenience the energy of the incident nucleons is measured from 
the bottom of the nuclear well, (see diagram 3.3). 
E.' = E. 
1 	f 
+E +BE 	 (1) 




where , Ef + BE 	well depth, BE is the binding energy of the 
nucleon to the target nucleus. The process of two-body collisions 
between a nucleon above the Fermi energy and one below the Fermi 
energy will result in two nucleons above the Fermi energy. These 
energies will be defined by E'.. The nucleons in the Fermi sea are 
specified by energy 	k (see diagram 3.4). 
The total emission probability can be expressed as the ratio 
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of the transition rate into the continuum to the total transition rate. 
The assumption made is that the emission probability is governed by 
phase space considerations and is dependent only on the energy of the 
particle being emitted and the energies of the nucleons in the well. 
The kinetic energy spectrumis a result of nucleon emission from 
all possible E'. 	The total probability for emitting a nucleon 
with energy c 	is given by: 
A (c) 
P Cc) = 
\) 	V E  
A (c ) c 	+ v k=l 
(2) 
where c is the laboratory energy at which the nucleon with a 
possible E.' energy is emitted into the continuum, (see diagram 3.5). 
= 	E.' - (Ef + BE 	 (3) 
- 
u-J 
Diagram 	3 .5 
The intranuclear transition rate for a nucleon of energy E.' 
interacting with a nucleon of energy Ek' is denoted by Xki and 
the summation is taken over all nucleons in the nuclear well with 
energy E k ' = 1 MeV to Ef. 	The term Xki can be derived by using 
the standard rate expression for a beam of particles incident on a 
thin target of nuclear mattef76', i.e. 
X 
kj 
. 	= [a kj 
	j 
V ' gk 1 1IV 	 (4) 
where ak  is the Pauli allowed nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-
section and v.' the velocity of the nucleon with energy E' in 
the nuclear well. 	is the number of nucleon states per MeV at an 
energy E k ' in the target nucleus below the Fermi energy where it 
is normalized to the nuclear volume V. The term A ( ) is the 
c v 
rate for emission into the continuum of particles with channel energy 
which is situated above the Fermi energy. The emission rate into 
the continuum is given by applying phase space considerations and it 
takes the following form (76) 
inv  ( )







mv ( V  ) is the inverse cross-section for particle c v
, and 
2 is the volume in which the free particle phase space states are 
normalized. The velocity of nucleon with energy c outside the 
nuclear well is ' and finally, A (c ) is the continuum state 
V 	 c v 
(6,76) density 	, i.e., 
W 
C 	V 




where m is the nucleon mass. The quantity g is the number of 
(41) nucleon states per MeV at an energy E 	in the nuclear well 
/1 1Ev 	 4Ev 	 1Ev 	 E 
dT L 	 - 	- 
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Nucleon -induced Reaction 	
Cotlisionwil-hlarget Nucleon Population Distribution 	 Nucleons 
Struck Nucleon Population Distribution QSubsequent 
Collision with 
Outgoing Contribution ( 	iarget 
_______ Nucleons 
Total Population Distribution 
O 	Shape ofOutgoing Contribution 
o Shape of Nucleon Population Distribution 
Diagram 3.6: 	The schematic representation of the (N,N') 
reaction using the Q.F.S. model. 
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The total probability, P(C)  can be multiplied by the number 
of nucleons at 	and the total reaction cross-section 
results in an absolute cross-section for nucleon emission of energy 








] . P(j) 	(7) 
a  
Z X 
1 	 Lcv k=l kj 
where p1(j) in the number of nu:leons with energy E' at time t1  
(see 3.2.0) for the first interaction. In equation (7) indices j 
and v are connected to each other by equation (3). 
The nucleons which are not emitted have their energy redis-
tributed in the nuclear well according to the free nucleon-nucleon 
scattering kinematics, resulting in an energy distribution of 
nucleons with E > Ef. 	The calculation of p2(j) 	and the number 
of nucleons at E.' will provide one with energy distribution for 
emitted particles after the second interaction (see diagram 3.6): 
do 	 r X( c v 
= 	I 	 Ef 	








P(j) 	(9) dc 
V 	R S=l 	
Ef
(c ) + E Akjj 
k=1 
where a is in mb and energy spectrum in mb/MeV In equation (9) 
the term P(). i.e. population versus excitation energy, which 
resulted from the two-body scattering sequence, is computed using a 
recursion equation 	, i.e. 
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Ps+i(L) = E 
j,jL 
A (o ) 
1 
Ef  
A (c )+E Ak. 
k=1 
X_, (j 	L) 
X(j) 
(10) 
where 	A(j--L) denotes 
(76)  the intranuclear transition rate for a 
nucleon of energy Ei l with nucleons below the Fermi energy E  such 
that the final energy is EL'.  The term 	A+(j) is equal to 
k=l Aki ,. the total intranuclear transition rate. 
In the next section the above formalism will be critically dis-
cussed in order to get a clear view about the problems facing the 
treatment of (N, .N') reaction by the QFS model. 
3.2. 2 	Discussion Concerning (N, N') Reaction Using Quasi-Free 
Scattering Model. 
The QFS model discussed in sections (3.2.0) and (3.2.1) for the 
77)76, 
case of (N, N') has been reasonably successful (6, 
	in pro- 
ducing angle integrated experimental data (Fig. 3.1). 
04 	 Si. 
Fe(p,p) 	 Fe(p,p) 
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Bi(p.p) 	 Bi(p,p') 
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Figure 	3.1: Calculation of the energy spectra for 62 and 39 MeV 
209 Bi and 
54 
 Fe. protons on Solid curves: experimental 
results. 	Broken curves: Calculated results using the 
Q.F.S. model. 	See ref. (76) for details. 
209 
B i (p. p') 
E 
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ep' (de.gj 
do t -	 209 
Figure 3.2: 	Calcuiation of the 	or 62 MeV protons on 	Bi. 
Solid curve: experimental results. 
Broken curve: calculated results using the Q.F.S. 
model. See ref. (78) for details. 
20 	60 	100 	140 
e1, (- 
Figure 3.3: d2o Calculation of dEdQ  compared to experimental data. 
Empty circle: experimental data. Broken curve: Tamura 
(52a, 52c) et al. 	 calculated results. (The outgoing 
energy is En = 31 ± 2.5 using 
208
Pb (p,n)). 
Full curve: calculated results using the Q.F.S. Model. 
See ref. 78 for details. 
However there are two central assumptions in the QFS model which need 
more attention. These two assumptions are as follows: 
The free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-section has been 
used in the QFS model and from dynamics of the elementary nucleon-
nucleon collision, the internal transition rates are determined. 
The principle of detailed balance has been incorporated 
by using inverse cross-section in the calculation of emission pro-
bability. 
The validity of these two fundamental assumptions can be examined 
by considering angular distribution for (N, N') type reactions. 
The comparison between calculated and experimental spectra 
after integration over angle can be quite misleading as an indica- 
tion of the validity of the model. 	Therefore the comparison 
with angular distribution strongly confirms the strength and 
weakness of the QFS model. To this end the QFS model was appro-
priately extended by Keuser 78 . The angular distribution for 
(N, N') reactions produced the data quite successfully in an angle 
0  area of up to 70 	(Fig. 3.2). However, there is a marked dis- 
crepancy between measured and calculated cross-sections which fall 
off too sharply above 70. 
Moreover the angular distribution for (N, N') reaction was 
compared (78) to the quantum mechanical approach of Tamura et a1. 
(see Chapter I) for a better assessment of the QFS model (Fig. 3.3). 
The success of Tamura et al.'s approach in producing the experi-
mental data suggests further investigation on the validity of the 
central assumptions which the QFS model is based on. In particular, 
the residual interactions which are approximated by the free nucleon 
cross-sections. 
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In the present study the investigation of 	(y,W 	N',N ) 
provides further evidences for the strength and weakness of the 
QFS model (see chapter 4). 
The next section is devoted to the study of energy spectrum 
for ct-particles resulting from the (N,ct) reaction. 
3.3.0 Principles of the Quasi-Free Scattering Model for 
(Nucleon-Alpha) Reactions 
The application of the QFS model for (N,a) reactions can basically 
be evaluated using the same concept mentioned for the (Nucleon-Nucleon') 
reactions (see (3.2.0)). However, there are differences in principle. 
The process for (N,ct) reactions can be schematically presented by 
diagram 3.7. 
In the following, the steps taken to produce the energy spectrum 
for (N,ct) reactions will be explai-ted: 
The process of interaction of the nucleon with a target nucleus 
proceeds through a sequence of two-body collisions between the pro- 
jectile nucleon and an a-like cluster with the probability 	, 
diagram 3.7. However, there is a probability of (1 - ) for col-
lision of a projectile nucleon with a target nucleon, diagram 3.7. 
The two-body collisions of the projectile nucleon with all 
possible a-like clusters can be calculated, using free nucleon-
alpha particle angular distributions to determine the energy dis-
tributions of ct-cluster in the well after collision (Box (1), 
76) diagram 3.7). Blann et al. (6, assumed a range of energy L 
in the target nucleus (see diagram 38) over which the nucleons 
cluster to an ct-structure and are uniformly distributed below 
effective Fermi energy Ef° (see section 3.3.1 , and also diagram 
3.8). The reason for such a range of energy A 	for ct-particle 
mom 
has been given on the basis that the a-particle is localised in a 
region near to the surface of the potential well. This assumption 
can be supported by alpha-transfer reactions and elastic scattering 
of a-particles 79 . This assumption will be further discussed in 
section (3.3.2). 
The Pauli allowed a-particle energy distribution resulting 
after averaging over A a and all collision angles, then will behave 
as a second generation projectile with an energy distribution. The 
calculation then proceeds with subsequent (a, a') interactions re-
sulting in a contribution denoted by (A) (diagram 3.7), (also see 
Part 4 for (a , a') interactions). 
The nucleon partner from the initial fraction 	of (N, a) 
interactions (diagram 3.7 arrow denoted by N 
1 
 ) may also further 
interact with an a-like structure. Then the subsequent (a, a') 
interactions give rise to a contribution (labelled (B)). This con-
tribution originates from two subsequent (N, a) interactions, thus 
the collision probability is proportional to 	Contribution 
(B) turned out to be small in all calculations performed. 
The (Nucleon-Nucleon') interaction with probability (1 - 
mentioned before in part (a), will give rise to pre-compound nucleon 
emission (arrow denoted by N4 in diagram 3.7). However, the inter-
nally scattered nucleon from this branch and from part (d), i.e. 
N2 arrows will also have a probability of scattering with an a- 
like structure. This probability is assumed to be equal to 	, 
independent of nucleon energy. The subsequent (a, a') interactions 
will contribute to the pre-equilibrium a-emission, a component 
further on referred to as (6). 
f) 	The reactions of (a, a') nature will be dealt with on the basis 
of interaction of an alpha particle with nucleons inside the nuclear 
well, which results in (1) an alpha particle energy distribution; 
a nucleon energy distribution in the nuclear potential and, 
an emission spectra for the alpha particle. As this process 
is repeated, the above mentioned contributions to the total a-
emission, (A), (B) and (C) will be produced. 
g) The a-pre-equilibrium emission spectra resulting from the sub-
sequent (a, a') calculation can be compared on an absolute scale 
by means of the normalization constants, 	for contribution 
(A), 4(l 	)a 	for contribution (C) and 42a  	
for contribution 
(B). These are added up to give the yield of a-particles emitted 
during the equilibrium cascade. 
Principles mentioned above will be formulated in the next section 
where the ambiguities of how to treat the alpha state densities in 
the continuum and in the nuclear well will be discussed. The questions 
such as what is the energy of an alpha particle inside the nuclear well, 
how the possibility of alpha break-up should be treated and, finally, 
the treatment of the Pauli allowed nucleon-alpha scattering cross-
section will also be considered. 
3.3.1 Related Formulation for (N,a) Reactions 
A similar expression to equation (9) can be written for the total 
emission spectrum of a-particles into continuum summed over all col-
lision periods (section 3.2.1), (see diagrams 3.7 and 3.8). 
dcy 	





Ef 	. (1 - B).Ps(i) 	
(11) 
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Diagram 3.7: 	The schematic representation of (N,c) reaction 
using the Q.F.S. model. 
where the term inside the bracket 	the overall alpha particle51  
emission probability and Aka. is the intranuclear rate for an 
J 
alpha particle interacting with a nucleon in the nuclear well. The 
rate at which the alpha particle undergoes transitions into the con-
tinuum is calculated by a similar expression mentioned in section 
(3.2.1) (i.e., the application of detailed balance principle, 
eq. (5)): 
Cr. Cc )v'1 	Cc ) I  mv c cd c 
c o 




where all the terms in equation (12) conceptually carry the same 
explanations as equation (5) in section (3.2.1). However terms 
w(c) and g ' 
	
need clarification, as will be given below. The 
3 
term Aka. mentioned in equation (11) can be given by an analogous 
3 
expression to Eq.(4), 	section (3.2.1), i.e.: 




 is total Pauli allowed cross-section for interaction 
3 
of an alpha particle with energy E' with a nucleon at energy E. 
The velocity of an u -particle with energy E' 	in the nuclear 
3 
well is v' . 	The remaining terms have been specified in equation 
(4), section (3.2.1). One can evaluate w(c) by treating the 
cE-particle as a single particle and then to apply phase space 
arguments. The number of alpha states per MeV at an energy E' a. 
3 
i.e. g' , can also be given by 
3 
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E' - 12 a . 
3 
where w'(E') is the cluster state density inside the nucleus and is 
ai  
3'2 	 I 	 1 given by: w'(E' ) 	[2irV (2M) ' /h3](E' 
)2 
 . The reduction by - 
j j 
from the nucleon expression is a result of the alpha particle spin 
of zero (see section 3.3.2). 	In the above analysis a question that 
arises is about the energy of alpha particles, i.e. E' . In the 
3 
nucleon case the energy of the nucleon in the well was treated by 
adding the laboratory energy to the nuclear well depth. Since an 
alpha particle is made up of four nucleons, the energy of the alpha 
particle in the nuclear well is set equal to the laboratory energy 
of the alpha particle plus four times the nuclear well depth, i.e., 
E' 	= c +4c' +4BE 
a. 
J 
a 	f 	n (15) 
where 4(c"  + BE ) is the depth of the nuclear well and BE is 
	
f 	n 	 n 
the average nucleon binding energy (BE = (28.3 + BE 	with 
28.3 MeV the energy required to break the alpha particle into its 
constituent nucleons). The effective Fermi energy, mentioned in 
(3.3.0) part b, can now be defined by Ef = 4c + 28.3, where 
in a local density approximation takes a value equal to 8 MeV 
suggested by Blann et al. (6) (see diagram 3.8 and section 3.3,2 ). 
Therefore one can write for E' 	using equation (15): 
CL 
J 
E' 	= E +Ea+BE 	. 	 (16) ci 	t 	a 
There are three remaining factors to be clarified in equation (11) 
P
S  Q), B as alpha break-up factor, and, Pauli factor for the alpha 






derivation of Aka , i.e. the intranuclear rate. 
The quantity Ps(j)  in equation (11) can be given by a similar 
expression to (10) for the case of (N, a) reactions. 
Ps+i(L) = 	E 	(1 - B)Ps(i)(l - 
jjL 
A ( ) c a 
Ef 
A()+ E Aka.  
k=l 
(17) 
where the only difference with equation (10) is about the factor 
(1 - B) which takes a-particle break-up into account, i.e. if 
a-clusters break up into nucleon degree of freedom during one col-
lision period. 
The break-up factor B' is a parameter which adjusts the 
absolute cross-section of the emission spectrum. Therefore this 
factor behaves as a reduction factor for the number of alpha par- 
tides in the nuclear well. It is then reasonable to include B. a 
J 
to modify P(j) to allow some fraction of the population to 
dissipate due to break-up during each collision. 
Finally the Pauli exclusion factor has been introduced in order 
to correct the energy integrated Pauli allowed cross-section for 









is the angle averaged elastic scattering where 	
[dacka.)1 
L dc -'a 
U 
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differential cross-section for an a-cluster at energy a. scattering 
with nucleons at energy E (Ek'  E) to give an ultimate alpha 
energy aU. 	Factor F aU is the fraction of the differential cross- 
section which is estimated to be allowed for cluster scattering in 
nuclear matter due to the influence of the Pauli exclusion principle. 
When the alpha particle break-up, the available energy is distri-
buted among the four nucleons, none of which may be below the Fermi 
energy Efa. On the basis of this principle F 	has been given 
by (6)  
E' _Ea -1 3 
a. 	f 
F 	= 
au E' _Ea+4 
a. 	f 	f 
J 
where F 	has been derived using the ratio of total configuration 
aU 
for which no particle is below the Fermi energy E, to total con-
figuration for which particles are above as well as below Fermi 
energy. 
3.3.2 	Discussion Concerning (N, a) Reaction Using the Quasi- 
Free Scattering Model 
The formalism discussed in section (3.3.0) and (3.3.1) for 
(N,ct) reaction provides the energy spectrum for the outgoing a-
particle. This angle-integrated spectrum has been compared (6, 76) 
with experimental data for different target nucleuses. The results 
were quite satisfactory (Fig. 3.4). However there are uncertainties 
in the QFS model for the case of (N,a) reactions. 
In the following these weak points will be discussed: 
a) 	In equations (12) and (14), w 
C a 
(E ), the cluster state 
density outside the nucleus, and w'(E' 
a. ), 
the cluster state density 
J 
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inside the nucleus, have been evaluated considering the a-particle 
as a single particle. The expressions for these state densities were 
derived directly from the phase space argument for the number of 
states in a Fermi gas. However, the a-particle is a boson. There-
fore one can crudely accept the assumption of treating a-particle 
as a single particle and consequently applying the Fermi gas model. 
The conclusion is that the use of Fermi gas momentum distribution 
for an a-particle is quite ad hoc. 
b) 	The calculation of energy spectrum for (N,N') reactions 
as discussed in section (3.2.1) obeys the requirement of the Pauli 
principle. 	For the (N,N') reaction these interactions for which 
either of the scattered pair of nucleons is left with less than 
the Fermi energy are forbidden. However, this requirement for the 
case of the final state a-particle energy in the (N,a) interaction 
needs some attention. There are four possibilities for dealing 
with a-particle final state energies: 
The requirement that an a-particle is treated as a single 
particle and after any (N,a) interaction a-particles should be 
left with an energy greater than four times the nucleon Fermi 
energy. This procedure considers no break-up of a-particles. 
An a-particle should be treated as a single particle and 
should be left with an energy greater than the nucleon Fermi 
energy following any collision. The break-up of a-particles 
has been neglected. 
The possibility of having a-particles four times above a 
pseudo Fermi energy where this pseudo-Fermi energy can be determined 
by comparison with experimental data. Tn the QFS model this pseudo-
Fermi energy is left as a free parameter and a range of values be- 
tween 4 - 12 MeV has been suggested (6, 76) for it. If the possibility 
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Figure 3.4: 	Calculation of 	da energy spectra. 
Solid points: experimental results; dash-dotted 
curve: equilibrium component normalised to the experi-
mental result. Dash curve: Q.F.S. model calculation with 
0.1. Solid curve: sum of evaporation and best fitting 
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Figure 3.5: 	The curves represent absolute cross-section calculated 
in the Q.F.S. model. Empty circle: experimental data. 
See ref. 80 for details. 
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of alpha particle break-up is also taken into consideration, then an 
arbitrary factor Fc. (Eq. 19) can be introduced to make the treat-
ment of the Pauli principle more realistic. 
IV) 	Because alpha particles are bosons, and therefore not sub- 
ject to the Pauli principle, there can be no restriction in the 
final state energies of an alpha-particle, namely it can be any 
where above and below the Fermi sea. 
The first and second procedures will greatly block the intranuclear 
transition rate and consequently the alpha emission probabilities 
will increase quite extensively. Consequently the absolute cross-
sections of the calculated QFS alpha emission energy spectra will 
be greater than the experimental spectra. On the other hand, 
although in the third procedure the pseudo Fermi energy can be 
justified by comparison with experimental data, the treatment of 
the Pauli exclusion principle is also liable to criticism. This 
treatment can be criticised considering that there are possibilities 
for alpha break-up different from break-up to four particles. 
These possibilities could be alpha break-up into two correlated 
neutron and proton pairs and/or a proton with a triton which 
result in a change in value of F 	in equation (19). The last 
procedure, however, takes into account the boson nature of a-
particles. The possibility of a-break-up into four nucleons can 
also be taken into account on the basis of the assumption that 
the resultant four nucleons enter vacant levels in the nucleus 
regardless of whether these levels are above or below the Fermi sea. 
c) 	One of the parameters introduced in the QFS model is a 
range of energy t 	in the target nucleus, over which the nucleon 
clusters to an a-structure. Blann et al. (6) suggested that 
clustering takes place in the region near the surface of the nucleus. 
This suggestion can be supported by the calculations of Brink and 
Castro
(79)
They indicated that when nuclear matter is reduced to 
about one-third of its density at the centre of a heavy nucleus, it 
tends to coalesce into alpha clusters. This suggests that in the 
outer regions of the nucleus, where density is low, it is very likely 
that alpha clusters will be found. 
It is obvious that an alpha particle in the nucleus is not 
the same as a free-alpha particle. The reason is that an a-particle 
in the nucleus is naturally distorted by the fields of the sur-
rounding nucleons and may be violently changed by close interactions 
between them. Therefore a similar comparison with the Quantum 
mechanical model, as discussed in section (1.3.2), Chapter I, can 
provide valuable information on the validity of quasi-free scattering 
model for the (n,a) reactions. 
The angular distribution of an outgoing a-particle, as a 
test of strength or weakness of the QFS model, can produce important 
information. Recently(80)I a comparison of calculated a-particle 
angular distribution with experimental data has been done for re-
actions of type (a, a'). The results of this comparison (Fig. 3.5) 
show a marked discrepancy between measured and calculated cross-
sections, from which the latter fall off too quickly. Although the 
QFS model neglects the refraction which the a-particle undergoes as 
it enters or leaves the nucleus, the consideration of these 
effects could not provide much better agreement with data. 
There are other shortcomings in the treatment of reaction 
mechanism by the QFS model. In the case of (N,a) reactions the 
possibility of the pick-up of a triton by proton-induced reactions 
(N = P) has been ignored. The cross-sections from this case might 
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contribute to the highest energy portion of the alpha spectra. The 
hypothesis of triton pick-up has been treated by several calcula- 
(81, 82,52b) 
tions 	, among them the multistep direct reaction approach by 
Tamura et al. (52lwhich satisfactorily reproduced the continuous 
alpha spectra. In this context, Kalbach 82 has suggested that the 
pick-up mechanism could effectively supply the predominant contri-
butions to the alpha spectra although Kalbach's calculation is 
based on the exciton model and the reliability of this calculation 	' 
rests on the justification of the exciton model discussed in 
Chapter I.. 
g) 	Another weak point is the fact that Blann et a1. 6 con- 
sidered only the possibility of interactions of the alpha particles 
with nucleons with 	< Ef of the target nucleus. Interactions 
between alpha-particles and excited nucleons or between two c-
particles are neglected. In the former case the mass of alpha 
is much greater than the nucleon mass, the alpha preserves most of 
its energy. If, on the other hand, interaction takes place between 
two alpha particles, the loss of energy will result in a reduction 
in the energy of the outgoing alpha particle. 
The above considerations gave a better picture of the problems 
of the QFS model, while the present study will give further assess-
ment of the QFS model. 
In the following section the QFS model will be used to produce 
a formalism suitable for considering the final state interactions 
in photon-induced reactions. 
3.4.0 	Development of the Necessary Formalism to be Used in 
Photon-:Induced Reactions 
The success of the QFS model, as discussed in this chapter in 
treating the (Nucleon-Nucleon') or (Nucleon-Alpha cluster) inter-
actions during the equilibration cascade, enables one to calculate 
the probability of emission per MeV of scattered nucleon projectile 
or knocked-out a-particle into continuum for a specified nucleon 
projectile. Therefore using equation (9) one can write for the 
ultimate probabiliy for emitting a nucleon with energy e after 
S interactions by:. 
N r X c  (e ) P(;, Ei) 	= 	E 	I 	v Ef (20) 
IX (c ) 
L 	
+ E A 
c k k=l j 
where v denotes neutron or proton and P(c, E.) is the emission 
probability of a particle with energy E. E. is projectile energy 
in the laboratory system. For the case of nucleon-alpha cluster 
interaction, the ultimate probability for emission of alpha particles 






x (:E ) + E 
c a k=l 
1(1 - B).P (j). 
.1 	S 
Ak 	 (21) 
iJ 
The objectives of the next chapter are to use these emission 
probabilities, equation (20) and (21), in order to calculate the 
energy distribution for reactions such as (y, p) and (e,a). These 




THE SYNTHESIS OF THE QUASI-DEUTERON AND QUASI- 
FREE SCATTERING MODELS 
4.1.0 	Introduction 
It is well known that the final state interactions are essential 
when the nucleus is probed with photons. The primary generated photo-
nucleon will make collisions with the rest of the nucleons inside the 
nucleus, therefore changing the energy spectrum of the initial out-
going particles, Although the consideration of final state inter-
actions is less important for light nuclei, it produces a signifi-
cant effect for medium and heavy nuclei. 
Accordingly, the purpose of this chapter to combine the quasi-
deuteron and quasi-free-scattering models. These two models were 
discussed in Chaptetsll and III respectively. To this end the 
formalism developed in Chapter III (section 3.4.0) will be effectively 
used in order to take account of the final state interactions for 
(y, Ne > (N',N ) and (e,N - N,a) reactions using 60 Ni. 
In section (4.2.0) the necessary formalism for the folding 
of the quasi-deuteron and the quasi-free-scattering models will be 
given. Then in section (4.3.0), the calculation of energy spectra 
for (y,Ne ==> N',N ) will be presented. Finally, in section (4.4.0) 





	Formalism for the Folding Quasi-Deuteron and Quasi-Free- 
Scattering Model 
In Chapter II, equation (5) was derived for the purpose of cal-
culating the double differential (y, np) cross-section for a par-
ticular shell. This equation is rewritten here for convenience. 
E d2al 	 + 	rda K) 	* 	B(w)J tot [dNdj 
L N Z 	d K G( 
Ld N-Id 
where N = proton or neutron (for the remaining terms refer to 
section 2.2.3). This equation assumes that the primary photo-
nucleons will leave the nucleus without undergoing collisions. 
Equations (20) and (21) which were developed in Chapter III 
will be used here but with different rotation: 
I 
M r x (E ) 	
1 . 	 (1) P(E, EN) = 	
L (E 
c P 
SW S=l 	 Ef 
) + E 	X 	I Lc V k=l kjj 
M rx(E) 	 -I 
P(E,EN) = E 
c  
S=1 	 E 
	(1- B).Ps(j). (2) 
IX 
c a 
(E ) + Z Xk ] L 	k=1 j 
The quantities P(E,EN)  and  P(E,EN)  are the probabilities for 
emitting a nucleon with energy E, and for emitting an a-particle 
with energy E, respectively (EN  is the projectile energy with 
N = proton or neutron). 
Formally, the synthesis of the double differential cross- 
sections for the A(y, np)A - 2 process with the probabilities for 
emitting particles with energy E at solid angle Q can be written as: 
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,j2o.d2o.  
d2dE 	= j J 
dQdE . P(E,; N' 
	dEN 	 (3) 
In this equation, the double differential cross-section for photo- 
nucleon emission with energy EN  at solid angle 	is given by 
d2a 
dNdEN 	This photonucleon then will make cascade collisions where 
the probability for emitting a particle with energy E at solid 
angle 	is given by P(E, 2 ; EN, 	). 
In the present study, equation (3) is replaced by the following 
expression assuming that the cross-sections are isotropic, i.e. 
dç = dç (see section 4.3.4 for further discussion). 
d2a 	= 	d2a 	P (E; EN) dEN 
dQ dE f ddE 
 
In this equation, a primary generated photonucleon with energy EN 
makes cascade collisions. Where the probability for emitting a 
particle with energy E is given by P(E; EN). 
Equation (4) can now be restructured for the case of (y, N) 
reactions by substituting ddEN with 
 rdENl 	
, using equation 
(57 (derived in Chapter II) and substituting 	P(E; EN)  with 
P(E; EN)  using equation (1). 	Therefore equation (4) takes its 
new form of: 
rd2a 
Id dE 	= 	J [' N ZB J 
d G(K) 	*- B(w) to
dQ 	 t] 
A1) 





(E ) + 
- 	 k=l 
 
where the quantities in the two right hand side brackets are EN 
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dependent. Expression (5) will be used for the calculation of 
energy spectra of (y 	P) or generally (y, p) reactions 
60 	 p 
using Ni (see section 4.3.0). 
For the case of (el-.-, a),% 	or generally (e,a) reactions a 
similar expression to (5) can be written, i.e.: 
I
I dci 1 	 ____ 
d2 dE = J [L~ 
N8 Z8 
J 
di G (K) 	de B(w) 
tot C' 	 x 8 dN L  
A(E) c C' 
[S 	 Ef 
X(E)+ E 
L c a k=l j 
.) (1- BiC').Ps(i)j dEN 
(16) 
where the quantities in the two right hand side brackets are EN 
dependent. Equation (6) will be used to calculate the energy 
spectra of (e,a) reactions using 60 Ni(see section 4.4.0). 
The calculated results using equations (5) and (6) will then 
be summed over the shell's indices 8 where the summed quantities 
over 6 are denoted by Ld r d2dE 1 F and [d 
rd2a 
dEJ F 	Later 
in section (4.3.0) and (4.4.0) these two final results will be 
compared with the experimental data. 
4.3.0 	The Calculation of Energy Spectra for (y,p) Using 60 Ni 
4.3.1 Introduction 
In this section the energyspectra for (-y,p) will be, evaluated 
by the use of: 
a) 	A compound nucleus formalism for evaluating compound 
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contributions (see section 4.3.2 and Appendix IC). 
b) 	A formalism derived in section (4.2.0) for calculating 
pre-compound contributions (see section 4.3.3). Then the theoreti-
cally calculated results for (y,p) energy spectra will be compared 
with the experimental data obtained by the Edinburgh group (83)  
(see section 4.3.4). 
4.3.2 	The Calculation of Compound Nucleus Component for (y,p) 
Process 
In this section the calculation of compound nucleus contribution to 
the (y,p) energy spectrum will be presented (the details of compound 
nucleus formalism are given in Appendix C). For this purpose, the 






(E) K(E ,E ).E 1 dE I 	 (7) 
where K(Ee E).E 1 defines the bremsstrahlung spectrum of real 
photons and it is calculated by using a formula suggested by Bethe 




(E , E ) 
_i_ 	 - 	 S , z' 	p 






In this equation Gn(E) is taken from reference (84) for 60  is and 
the branching ratios for proton and neutron. 
E T, CE, E ) 
s' Q' 	 p Channels, i.e. 
E 
SIT 11 
computer code 8 '86 . 
are calculated using a certain 
TO  h1) 
Then the calculation of the proton energy 
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spectra is carried out up to a photon energy of 30 MeV (equation (7)). 
This energy corresponds to a reasonable upper limit of the giant 
resonance region in medium weight and heavy nuclei. The calculated 
result is shown in Figures (4.12) and (4.19). 
4.3.3 	Pre-compound Contributions for (Y, p) Process 
The approach presented in section (4.2.0) for the calculation 
of double differential cross-sections will be adopted for calculating 
E d20  for (y,p) reactions (see diagram 4.1). To this end, the 
I-p pJ3 
shell model configuration will be used and the contributions to final 
Ed20 1 
dE 	
from different shells will be calculated. 
vF 
The main feature for the present calculation is that the cal-
culation of [dllp 	j 	invokes no floating parameter like the 
F 
Levinger constant. This is contrary to such similar studies as the 
modified exciton and Monte Carlo Cascade models'4 (see section 
1.1.0). 	Instead the values calculated for pseudo-Levinger con- 
60 stant (Tables 8(a) and 8(b)) using Ni will be effectively incor- 
porated in the present approach. These pseudo-Levinger constants 
are calculated by using two potentials (square well and harmonic 
oscillator potentials) as discussed in section (2.2.2). 
In the following two subsections the evaluation of 'd dE 
L 	F 
for the case of square well potential and for the case of 
harmonic oscillator potential will be given in turn. 
4.3.3.i 	Square Well Potential Case for (y,p) Process 
The pre-compound contributions to (y,p) energy spectrum are 
calculated using expression (5) (section 4.2.0). In this equation 
the different terms are calculated as follows: 
Di2gram 	 4.1 
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The pseudo-Levinger constant L' for different prin-
ciple and non-principle shells are calculated using square well 
potential. These coefficients can be seen in Table (8), Chapter II. 
The number of contributing correlated pairs NZ for 
each shell are evaluated using the procedure mentioned in Chapter 
II, section (2.2.2 ). 
For momentum distributions of the correlated neutron 
and proton pairs, expression (5) in Chapter II is used where the 
wavefunctions for square well potential are incorporated (refer to 
Figures 4.1 to 4.5 where these momentum distributions are shown by 
broken lines. 
For the photodisintegration of deuteron cross-sections 
da 	
the procedure described in section (2.3.0) is incorporated. 
do  
The spectrum for bremsstrahlung B(w) is calculated by 
the means of extreme relativistic formula of Bethe and Heitler 73'74 . 
By calculating the total Jacobian using the formalism 
discussed in Chapter II, section (2.2.3), the first right hand side 
bracket in expression (5) is evaluated employing the computer pro-
gramme discussed in section (2.3.0). Then the process of cal-
culating the primary photo-protons double differential cross-sections 
is carried out and the results restored. A similar process for 
primary photo-neutrons is carried out and the results are again 
stored. Subsequently the calculated proton and neutron double 
differential cross-sections are multiplied by the probabilities for 
emitting the nucleon. These probabilities will be discussed in 
part (7). 
Probabilities for emitting a particle with an energy 





Figures 4.1 - 4.5: 	The shell dependent quasi-deuteron momentum 
distributions, using 60 Ni; the broken curves are calculated 
using square well associated wavefunctions and the full 
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nucleons using the quasi-free-scattering model (see Chapter III). 
The results of this process are then stored. 
E 	l 




is carried out by 
L p P18 
integrating equation (5) over the energy ranges of the primary photo- 
nucleons. The process of calculating 
L d dE 
I 	is schematically 
p pJ 
shown in diagram. 4.1. 	The results of the calculation for different 
shells are presented in Figures 4.6 to 4.11. 
• The final results are evaluated by summing over different 
Ed2cj 1 
shell's indices 	, i.e. 
E IdO dE I . 	These results are then L ppJ 
compared with the experimental data as shown in Fig. 4.12. 
It is obvious that the results of the theoretically calculated 
(y, p) pre-compound overestimate the experimental data. For further 
discussion see section (4.3.4). 
4.3.3.2 	Harmonic Oscillator Potential Case for (y, p) Process 
The calculation of pre-compound contributions to (y, p) energy 
spectrum using the harmonic oscillator potential is similar to the 
square well potential case. However the following terms in equation 
(5) are differently calculated for the case of harmonic oscillator 
potential. 
The pseudo-Levinger constant L ' for different prin-
cipal and non-principal shells are evaluated using harmonic oscilla-
tor potential. These coefficients can be seen in Table 8(b), 
Chapter II. 
For momentum distributions of the correlated neutron 
and proton pairs equation (55) in Chapter Ills used where the wave-
functions associated with the harmonic oscillator potential are 
Figures 4.6 - 4.10: 	The (Y,p) Pre-compound Contributions using 60  Ni 
curve (1) is 	E 	
dE 
Figure 4.11: 	Addition of curve (1) in Figures 4.6 to 4.10 
in order to compare with data. 
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Figure 4.12: 	The calculated (y,p) compound and pre-compound results 
compared with the experimental data. 
* : 	Square (sq.) well potential. 
+ : 83 	 0 Experimental data 	taken at angle 90. 
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Figure 4.18: 	Addition of curve (1) in Figures 4.13 to 4.17 
in order to compare with data. 
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employed. These momentum distributions are shown in Figures 4.1 
to 4.5 by full lines. 
E 	1 




is carried out using 
p p•' 
a similar procedure as mentioned in section (4.3.3.1). The results of 
the calculation for different shells are presented in Figures 4.13 to 
4.18. 
The final results are evaluated bysuinming over different 
shell's contributions. Then these results are compared with the 
experimental data as shown in Figure 4.19. 
The calculated results using harmonic oscillator, too, clearly 
indicate an over-estimation of the experimental data. In section 
(4.3.4) the two sets of energy spectrum for (y,p) calculated by the 
use of each of the two different potentials (i.e square well and 
harmonic oscillator) will be discussed in relation to the experimental 
data. 
4.3.4 	Conclusion Rélatéd to (y, p) Reactions 
	
Results of the calculation of [d 1 1J 	for (y,p) using 60  Ni 
presented in sections (4.3.11) and (4.3.3-2) are compared with each 
other in this section (Fig. 4.208). It should be emphasized that 
these calculations have been attempted without redress to arbitrary 
variable parameters. It is clear however that these calculations 
over-estimate the experimental results. Therefore, the immediate 
questions which can be posed are about the sources of these over-
estimations (Fig. 4.20a, curves (1) and (2)), i.e. 
a) 	is the quasi-free scattering model inappropriate for 
the consideration of the final state interactions when 
(y,N' => N',N ) reactions are considered? 
Figure 4.19: 	The calculated (y,p) compound and pre-compound 
results are compared with the experimental data. 
* : Harmonic Oscillator (H.O.) 
+ 	: Experimental data (83) taken at angle 900 
50 	max 
I x' 	 Ni( ,p) E:155Mev 
10 / 
/ k 	 : Cotcu1aed Results using 
Hl3 Potential 
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Ep(Mv) 
Figure 4.20a: 	The calculated results in Fig. 4.12 for square well 
and in Fig. 4.19 for harmonic oscillator potentials 
are compared with the experimental data. 
* 	: 	Square (Sq.) well and Harmonic Oscillator (H.O.) 
+ ° Experimental data 	taken at angle 90. 
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b) 	is the quasi-deuteron model improperly considered in 
the derivation of double differential cross-section 
for primary generated photo-nucleons? 
These two fundamental questions will be discussed below. 
The quasi-free scattering model in different calculations has 
proved to be a successful model, capable of producing energy spectra 
(see Fig. 3.1, Chapter III). 	These investigations for (P,P') 
reaction using 209 B and 5 4F indicate that the calculated results 
slightly underestimate the data. Concerning angular distribution, the 
quasi-free scattering model presents a partial successful picture 
in reproducing data (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3, Chapter III). 
Ed2 cy 1 
In the calculation of 	
dE 	
the primary generated 
L p p-IF 
photo-nucleons are assumed to make collisions without changing 
their initial angle. Consequently, the emission probability, 
P(E; EN)  is considered instead of P(E, c; EN, 	(see section 
4.2.0). This is due to the incorporated quasi-free scattering model 
which was not capable of producing NE, c; EN,c).  It can be said 
that the consideration of a more realistic emission probability, 
Ed2a ! i.e. NE, ; Fc) can improve the accuracy of LdQ dE 
p p-I F 
particularly in high energy outgoing particles. 
On the basis of the above discussion it is possible to argue 
that the quasi-free scattering model is appropriate for the con-
sideration of the final state interactions. Further, the weak points 
of this model for (N,N') reaction and a more adequate emission pro-
babili:ies seem not to be responsible for data overestimation. 
Calculation of the double differential cross-sections for the 
primary photo-generated protons (as discussed in Chapter II, using 
12C) indicated that the calculated results overestimate the experimental 
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data at E < 60 MeV for the two cases of interest (a factor of four 
and a factor of eight for square well and harmonic oscillator poten-
tials, respectively.) In this type of calculation the final state 
interactions were ignored due to the insensitivity of light nuclei. 
For the calculation of (',p)  double differential cross-sections using 
60 
Ni, it is appropriate to compare the results of (y,p) with and 
without final state interactions (Fig. 4.20b). This figure indicates 
that the consideration of the final state interactions will increase 
the cross-sections for particles with low outgoing energies, while 
the effect of the final state interactions decrease the cross-sections 
for particles with high outgoing energies. 
The above discussion indicates that the calculations of (y, p) 
double differential cross-sections for 12C and 
60 
 Niwithout final 
state interactions already overestimate the experimental data. There-
fore the source of overestimation of data by the theoretical calcula-
tion can be interpreted as the failure of the possibility to express 
the photonuclear cross-section for the reaction proceeding through 
the two-particle absorption mechanism in terms of the deuteron photo- 
disintegration cross-section (E Y < 150). 	This can be supported by 
the fact that at the energies below the meson production threshold 
(E Y < 150 MeV, A 	1.3.F). We are concerned with both small and 
large nucleon separations Cr 1.3F). It is also well known that 
the quasi-deuteron model is justified for the region E 	200 (the 
photon wavelength is less than (lF) , where the exchange cross- 
exch 
sections, a 	is dominant (Fig. 4.21). Therefore it can be 
argued that if the quasi-deuteron model is to be employed for the 
region E < 150 MeV. Only the exchange cross-sections, a exch d 
should be used. This idea has been investigated in Chapter II by 
Figure 4.20b: 	Curves (1) and (2) calculated results presented in 
Fig. 4.20a and curves (3) and (4) calculated results 
without considering final state interactions in (y,p) 
process. 
* : Square (sq.) well and Harmonic Oscillator (H.0). 
3 	 0 + 	Experimental data taken at angle 90. 




E.T,  (MeV) 
Figure 4.21: 	The deuteron total photo-absorption cross-section is 
plotted against the energy of the incoming photon. Dash-
dotted curve: The constructed cross-section using the 
amplitude corresponding to the photon interaction with 
the nucleon (proton or neutron). Full curve: sum of 
dash-dotted curve, the meson exchange current and NN 
scattering vertices. For details of data given in Fig. 
4.21 and further information, refer to ref. 14. 
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calculating total photo-absorption cross-section for 12 C and 
16 
 0.
The conclusion reached in section (2.2.2.4) indicates that the use 
exch. 
of ad 	instead of ad  will improve the reproduction of data 
for the region E
I 
 150 MeV. 
Accordingly, in order to get a closer agreement between the 
theoretical calculations and the experimental data (Fig. 4.20a), 
a conversion factor for the replacement of ad by  ad exch. will be evalua-
ted using the values given for ad and a exch corresponding to different 
photon energies. These values are given in Table 4.1. 
E 	(MeV) 	 ad(E) (fib) 	 ad 
exch. 
(E) (jib) 
20 590 38.8 
30 370 37.5 
40 231 33.8 
50 154 31.2 
80 88 25.5 
100 70 23.2 
120 62 21.6 
140 54 20.7 
Table 4.1: 	The exch (E 	cross section, computed by Laget14) 
and od(E)  the total photo-disintegration cross-
section (table taken from reference lOa). 
The values given in Table 4.1 for ad(EI)  and ad exch (EY) can be 
compared to each other in order to evaluate an average value for 
the conversion factor mentioned above, i.e. 	ru 0.11. 
Subsequently, the two curves (1) and (2) in Figure 4.20 are 
multiplied by the deduced conversion factor. The results can be 
60 	max 
Ni(ó.p) E = 155 Mev 
1 -Calculated Results using 11.0. Potential 
2- 	 1. 	Sq Welt Potential 




in 	 - 	 6 	 co 	ôo 
Figure 4.22: 	The pre-compound calculated results in Fig. 4.20a 
are multiplied by the conversion factor deduced in 
sub-section 4.3.4 and are compared with data (see Fig. 
4.20a caption for more information). 
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seen in Figure 4.22, where a reasonable agreement is achieved 
below E P < 70 MeV between the theoretically calculated results 
and the experimental data. The calculated results, however, 
indicate that more fundamental calculations are needed to confirm 
the validity of the argument concerning the replacement of the 
total •photo-disintegration cross-section of the deuteron with the 
exchange part. 
The last point to be noted in Figure 4.20a concerns the poor 
reproduction of the data for E > 70 MeV, which is probably due 
to a direct reaction component for the (y, p) process. 
	





The correlation of protons and neutrons into small clusters, 
particularly alpha particles, has been investigated by different 
methods. Electromagnetic induced reaction is one of the processes 
that has been used in order to investigate the alpha particle clus-
tering. It is on this basis that the calculation of energy spectrum 
for the (e, o) process using 6o  Niwill be carried out in this section. 
To this end the following procedure is adopted. 
The calculation of compound nucleus component, 
The calculation of pre-compound contributions to 
energy spectra using the formalism proposed in section 
(4.2.0), equation (6). 
In the following two sections the compound and pre-compound 
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contributions to the. (e, a) energy spectra will be considered. 
4.4.2 	The Calculation of Compound Nucleus Component for 
the (e,ct) Process 




do 	 I 	do 	El 
dE (E, El) = j 
-a-- (E )N (E e' E).E 1 dE 	 (9) 
a 	 a 
-Q 
where 	(E) is given by 
dE Y 
 
2.. (E) 	= 	(E) 
dE 	I fl a 




The remaining quantities are introduced in Appendix (C). In equation 
El 
(9) the virtual photon spectrum N(EC, E1) is calculated, using the 
DWBA formalism' ', where the assumption of a pure dipole resonance 
excitation process is used. In equation (10) the values adopted for 
- 	 (84) 	60 o (E ) are taken from Berman 	for Ni and the transmission co- 
efficients Tt(E1, E) and T,t(n)  are given by a computer code 85'86 . 
The calculation of -- (E, El;) is then carried out by obtaining 
the alpha to neutron branching ratio at 1 MeV excitation energy 
intervals and integrating expression (9). The resultant energy 
spectra is shown in Figures 4.29anØ 4.36. 
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4.4.3 	Pre-Compound Contributions for the (e,a) Process 
According to the formalism suggested in section (4.2.0), 
equation (6), a shell model approach is adopted for the calculation 
of (e,a) pre-compound energy spectrum. In this approach the dif-
ferent contributions to (e,a) pre-compound energy spectra will be 
calculated by following the cascade processes for electro-nucleons 
inside the nucleus. These electrolnucleons are created due to the 
absorption of virtual photons by (np) pairs on different shells. 
Cascade processes for electro-nucleons are-shown in diagram 4.2. 
The probability for collision between an electro-nucleon and 
a preformed a-cluster, 	, is assumed to be a floating parameter. 
In the nucleon-induced calculation6' 
87), 
 i.e. (N, a) reactions, 
there is a variation in the value of the preformation factor. This 
means that 	appears to decrease to some extent with increasing 
A from 0.10 in the medium mass region to 0.075 in the mass region 
above A = 200. Blann et al. (6) have performed the quasi-free 
scattering calculation for (N,a) reaction with a set of parameters, 
i.e. a pseudo Fermi energy c = 4 MeV and 	= 0.10. It must be 
emphasized that this set of parameter values is not unique; for 
example, spectra of almost the same degree of agreement may be 
obtained (6) for ç = 8 MeV, with 	= 0.03 (see Chapter III 
for an explanation of the pseudo Fermi energy). In the present study 
the calculation of a-particle emission probabilities is carried out 
using 	c 	= 8 MeV and p = 0.03 (see section 4.4.4). 
In the following two subsections the results of calculation 
of (e,a) pre-compound for the two cases of study, i.e. square well 
and harmonic oscillator potentials will be presented. 
Diagram 	 4. 2 
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4.4.3.1 	Square Well Potential Case for (e,a) Process 
In order to calculate the (e,a) spectrum, equation (6) is used 
where the different quantities are calculated according to the 
following procedure: 
The pseudo-Levinger constants L are presented 
in Table 8(a), Chapter II. These values will be used with the 
corresponding number of contributing correlated pairs, 
The momentum distribution of (np) pairs G(K) and the 
do 
quantity 	* will be evaluated using the approach mentioned in 
do N 
section (4.3.3j). 




The first right-hand-side bracket in expression (6) is 
therefore evaluated using the computer programme discussed in 
section (2.3.0). The calculation of double differential cross-
sections for the primary photo-nucleon will then be followed by the 
evaluation of the probabilities for the emission of alpha particles. 
These probabilities are calculated by using the second right-hand-
side bracket in equation (6). 
rd2 
Then the calculation of Id dE! 
	
is carried out by 
- ct C)- 
integrating equation (6) over the energy ranges of primary photo- 
F d2cr -1 
nucleons. The process of calculating 'd dE 
	
is shown schema- 
tically in diagram 4.2. 	Results of the calculation for different 
shells are presented in Figures 4.23 to 4.28. 
Ed2 1 The final results, i.e. 	
Ed dE I 	is then compared 
with the experimental data as shown in Figure 4.29. 
The theoretically calculated results for (e,a) pre-compound 
double differential cross-sections clearly overestimate the experimental 
Figure 4.23 - 4.27: 	The (e,ct) pre-compound contributions using 60  Ni; 






Figure 4.28: 	Addition of curve (1) in Figures 4.23 to 4.27 
in order to compare with data. 
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Figure 4.29: 	The calculated (e,c) compound and pre-compound results 
are compared with the experimental data. 
* : 	Square (Sq.) well potential. 
1  + : 	Experimental data 	taken at angle 300. 
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data. In section (4.4.4) this point will be discussed further. 
4.4.3.2 	Harmonic Oscillator Potential Case for the (e,ct.) Process 
The pre-compound contribution to the (e,c) energy spectrum is 
evaluated using the harmonic oscillator potential. Although the pro-
cedure for calculating (e,a) pre-compound contributions is similar to 
the square well potential case, the following terms in equation (6) 
are calculated differently: 
In equation (6), the values for L8 	are taken from 
Table 8(b) and the momentum distributions for (np) pairs from 
Figures 4.1 to 4.5 (see section' 4.3..3.2). 
r 	1 
Then the calculation of 	d2a 
dE I 	is carried out using JdQ
a OP 
a similar procedure as that mentioned in section (4.4.3.1). The re-
suits of the calculation for different shells are presented in 
Figures 4.30 to 4.35. 
The final results are obtained by summing over the shell's 
F d2a indices, 	, i.e. E JTQ dE 
	These results are then compared 
L 
with the experimental data as shown in Figure 4.36. 
The pre-compound contributions to (e,c) again clearly overestimate 
the experimental data. In section (4.4.4) the sources of this overestima-
tion will be investigated. 
4.4.4 	Conclusion Related to (e,cL) Reactions 
A comparison between the results of the calculation of 
r d2a ~ 
LdQ dE I 
with the experimental data (Fig. 4.37) indicates a noticeable 
disagreement for the pre-compound component. In section (4.3.4) a 
similar problem was observed for the (y,p) process. It is likely 
that the sources of these overestimations for ('y',p) and (e,c) pro-
cesses are similar. In order to investigate more about the causes 
of overestimation of data (in Figure 4.37), two fundamental questions 
Figure 4.30 - 4.34: 	The (e,) pre-compound contributions using 
60  Ni; 
E d2a 
curve (1) is E
Ld dE 
Figure 4.35: 	Addition of curve (1) in Figures 4.30 to 4.34 
in order to compare with data. 
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Figure 4.36: 	The calculated (e,) compound and pre-compound results 
are compared with the experimental data. 
* : 	Harmonic Oscillator (H.O.) 
+ : 	Experimental data 	taken at angle 300. 
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Figure 4.37: 	The calculated results in Figure 4.29 for Square Well 
and in Fig. 4.36 for Harmonic Oscillator potentials 
are compared with the experimental data. 
* : Square (Sq.) Well and Harmonic Oscillator (H.O.) 
+ : Experimental data(l)  taken at angle 300 
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will be considered with respect to the reactions of (e,N > N,a) 
type. 
is the quasi-free scattering model inappropriate for the 
consideration of the final state interactions when 
(e,N ==> N,a) reactions are considered? 
if the quasi-deuteron model can be reconstructed on the 
basis of the argument given in section (4.3.4), what is 
the conversion factor mentioned in section (4.3.4) for 
(e,ct) reactions using E  = 120 MeV? 
These questions will be tackled below. 
In Chapter III, the quasi-free scattering model with different 
uncertainties, particularly for the (N,a) process, were investigated. 
As was mentioned there, if a proper set of free parameters are chosen 
for the quasi-free scattering mode, then this model is successfully 
capable of producing the experimental data concerning (N,a) energy 
spectra. There are three free parameters which must be considered: 
1) 	the pseudo Fermi energy 
free parameter for the break-up factor B 
free parameter for the probability o! collision with 
an alpha particle 	. 
In the present study a tested set of values for c, B 	and 
are used, i.e. e = 8 MeV, B 	= 0.5 and 4 = 0.03. Considering 
this set of values the final results are shown in Figure 4.37. In 
order to reach a closer agreement with the experimental data a new 
set of free parameters can be employed; for example, c = 8 MeV, 
B. = 0.9 and q = 0.015. 	However this set of data demands that 
a- particles should break up with a 90% probability (the suggested (6) 
range for B 	is given between 0.5 - 0.7) during collision with 
-117- 
nucleons. This indicates that the problem of overestimation, as 
shown in Figure 4.37, can not be solved by changing the realistic 
set of parameters, i.e. c = 8 MeV, B 	= 0.5 and 	= 0.03, 
with a lesser realistic one. 
Although the quasi-free scattering model for (N,c) reactions 
involves a great deal of uncertainties, on the basis of the above 
discussion it can be concluded that the model is appropriate to be 
considered for the final state interactions when (e,N) ==> (N ba) 
reactions are investigated. Further, it is likely that the sources 
of overestimation of data by the theoretical calculation can be 
found in the (e,N) part of the synthesised model. 
In section 4.3.4 a similar problem concerning overestimation 
of (y,p) data by theoretical calculation was considered. The con-
clusion reached in section 4.3.4 will be effectively used in the 
present section. To this end a conversion factor 0.12 is cal-
culated using Table 4.1 and considering E  = 120 MeV. The two 
curves in Figure 4.37 are multiplied by the deduced conversion 
factor. The results can be seen in Figure 4.38, where a reasonable 
agreement is achieved between the theoretically calculated results 
and the experimental data. 
The close agreement between calculated results and the ex-
perimental data, however, must not conceal a more fundamental 
investigation about the validity of the replacement of the ad 
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Figure 4.38: 	The pre-compound calculated results in Fig. 4.37 
are multiplied by the conversion factor deduced in 
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sub-section 4.4.4 and are compared with data (see 




In this study a new approach is proposed for the calculation 
of pre-compound nucleon and o-particle energy spectra resulting from 
photo-nuclear reactions at energies below the meson production 
threshold. 
In order to investigate more realistically the photo-absorption 
process, the shell model configuration has been used in contrast to 
the Fermi gas model originally suggested for the quasi-deuteron 
model. To this end the 'Levinger constant has been replaced by a 
so-called "pseudo-Levinger constant" which is theoretically calculated 
and it is shell dependent (for further information see section 
2.2.2.4, Chapter II). Consequently, the evaluation of the double 
differential cross-section for the (y, np) process has been carried 
out without using a floating factor. The process of final state 
interactions of photo-generated nucleons has been taken into account 
by calculating the probabilities for particle emission using the 
quasi-free scattering model. 
The calculation of double differential cross-section for the 
l2,, 
(y, np) process has been initially performed for C 	For this 
light nuclei the process of final state interactions is assumed not 
to be of great import. The comparison between the evaluated proton 
double differential cross-section with the experimental data results 
in an overestimation of the data CE < 60 MeV) by a factor of " 4 
and a factor of 8, using square well and harmonic oscillator poten-
tial, respectively. For the region E > 60 MeV, however, the 
-119- 
calculations underestimate the data. The latter result is not un-
expected because of direct reaction events. 
The study of the ('y, np) process is then extended to the medium 
weight nuclei where 60 Nihas been chosen for this purpose. The cal-
culated (y,p) double differential cross-section, without considering 
the final state interactions, compared with the experimental data 
indicate that the data lies close to the theoretical results when 
the square well and harmonic oscillator potentials are used. How-
ever, in the 60 Nicase study the process of final state interactions 
is carrying great weight. Therefore, a synthesised model, con-
sisting of the quasi-deuteron and quasi-free scattering, has been 
constructed effectively to take into account the final state. inter-
actions. This synthesised model is then capable of considering the 
two processes of( 	)p)  and ( 
10 
nI 	
E()ct). The calculated re- 
suits markedly overestimate the experimental data. 
12 	60 
As regards the (y, p) process using C and Ni, the study 
of the origin of overestimation of data by theoretical calculation 
can be interpreted by the following arguments: 
The evaluation of (y, p) double differential cross- 
12 section for the C case study ignoring the final state interactions 
indicates that the overestimation of data is likely to be due to the 
failure of expressing the photo-nuclear cross-section for the re-
action proceeding through the two-particle absorption mechanism 
in terms of the deuteron photo-disintegration cross-section 
(E < 150 MeV). 
Considering the 
60  Ni case study, the calculated (y, p) 
double differential cross-sections, without taking the final state 
interactions into account, already lie close to the experimental data. 
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While considering the final state interactions the data lies markedly 
below the theoretically calculated results.. If the advantages and 
disadvantages of the quasi-free scattering model responsible for 
taking into account the final state interactions are closely con-
sidered, it becomes obvious that the quasi-free scattering model 
reproduces the (N, N') experimental energy spectra quite satisfactorily 
(these points have been discussed in full detail in Chapter III). 
As regards the experimental angular distribution, the quasi-free 
scattering model successfully reproduces the data in the forward 
angles. This is in spite of the fact that the (N, N') experimental 
angular distribution data is only partially reproduced by this 
model in the backward angles. Therefore it can be argued that it 
is unlikely that the overestimation of (y,  p) data by the 
theoretical calculation is due to the failure of the quasi-free 
scattering model. While it is possible that the origin of this 
overestimation is the failure of using total deuteron photo-
disintegration cross-section in the quasi-deuteron model, i.e. in 
the initial interactions (y' 	)	as the first part of the 
('r 	p) process. 
60  As regards the (ell  )c) process using Ni  the study 
of the origin of overestimation of data by theoretical calculation 
can be explained by considering the strength and weakness of quasi-
free scattering model regarding (N, cz) reactions. The success of 
this model in producing experimental energy spectra for (N, ct) re-
action is supported by its reasonable reproduction of experimental 
angular distribution data at forward angles. This is in spite of 
the fact that at backward angles the reproduction of data is 
partially successful (these points have been discussed in full 
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detail in Chapter III). Therefore it is possible to argue that the 
source of overestimation of data by theoretical calculation is un-
likely to be the use of the quasi-free scattering model. While there 
is a possibility that due to the failure of the initial interaction 
((e 	) as the first part of the (e>) process) the problem 
of overestimation of data has occurred. 
On the basis of the above discussion it is possible to argue 
i-hii- for the 12C and 
60  Nicase studies. the source of over-
estimation of data by theoretical calculation is likely to be 
the use of the total photo-disintegration cross-section of the 
deuteron in the quasi-deuteron model. The possibility that this 
cross-section can be replaced by a more realistic term, the meson 
exchange part, is an idea which was discussed in Chapter H and 
IV in some detail and needs further investigation. 
The synthesised model proposed in this study compared to the 
similarly suggested models (3, 
1 
conveys more information concerning 
the analysis of photo-induced pre-compound nucleon and a-particle 
energy spectra, but a more fundamental theory describing the 
electromagnetic perturbed nuclei, with the consequence of multi-
step particle emission possibilities is needed. 
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APPENDIX A 	QUASI-DEUTERON MODEL FORMALISM 
The formalism described in sub-section 2.2.1 has been derived 
by Levinger (5) where the wavefunction for the ground state of the 
nucleus, with proton (1) very close to neutron (2), assumed to be: 
p(l, 2, 3, ..., A) 	= 	
Kk3' ..., A). 	(A - 1) 
4. 
The quasi-deuteron wavefunction Tpk() where r is the distance 
between the proton and neutron, can be written 
1 	 1! 
(47i)2[sin(kr + ô)/sins - nJ/(a2 + k2)2v2r 
(A - 2) 
where n is a function which is appreciable only inside the range 
of the nuclear forces. Further v is the nucleus volume and k is 
the wave number, i.e. 	k = 	- 	 andK2 are 
momentums of proton and neutron. The theory of the effective range 
of nuclear forces gives cot 6 = -a/k with a 1 	the scattering 
length. 
For the high energy photoeffect, 	at small r with kr << 
can be expanded by: 
(4/v)2(a2+ k2)2 r-1 (1 - ar - ). 	(A - 3) 
The wavefunction of the deuteron ground state is 
d(r) 	[2a/(l - ar)]2 r(l - ar - ) 	 (A - 4) 
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where r is the effective range. Assuming that the wavefunction 
A) in equation (A - 1) is the same for both initial 
and final states and using the effective range theory the photo-
electric cross-section of the quasi-deuteron can be written by: 
	
a 
qd 	 2 	
2rr(1 - ar ) 
= 	
= 	 ° 	
. 	(A-5) 





The Jacobian determinate expresses how the n-dimensional volume 












The volume element dx ... dx' 	can therefore be transformed to 1 	n 
the volume element dy1 ... dYn by: 
a(x1 ... x ) 
dx1 ... dx 	= 	 n 	dy1 ... dy 	. 	 (B-2) 
a(y1...y) n 
It is also possible to write the following equation between 
f(x1 	Xn) and g(y1 . . 
x) 
g(y1 ••• 
	f(x1 ... x) 	
1 	n 	 (B-3) 
a(y1  
d(cos 
On the basis of the above formalism the Jacobian J 
1 	d(cosv) 
which was introduced in section 2.2.3.2, equation (33) is written as: 
* - 2) 
Jl  = 
[(1 n n 	
* cos 	e)2 - (i-'2)(l- * 2)}I2(fl'  - 	cos v') p 	 p p 
(B-4) 
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This expression is derived using the following equation: 
- 11*, ;  
* 
cosv 	 p = * 	 *2 	
(B-5) 
44 	 [(cosv' - + sin2v'(l  p 	p 	 p 
k' 
where ri 
= 	 W 	 and ii' =P	(the w' 
W' + 2m' 	 E' + m' 
p 
and m' were introduced in section 2.2.3.2). 
aw 
The Jacobian J =
2 	awl, which was introduced in section 
2.2.3.2, equation (36), is derived by the use of the following 
equation given for the photon energy in the rest system: 




- r cosi) 
where y = (1 - p2)1 and r = 	K 	 (see section 
(K2  + 4m2)2 
2.2.3.2 for explanation of K and p). 
3w'(E', v') 
The Jacobian 	j 	 p p 
p 
2.2.3.2, equation (37) is derived as 
El 
w'(l -cos vt) 
3 
cos - E' 
p 	p 	p 
was given in section 
(B-8) 
where the rest-system energy-momentum conservation equations (see 
equation (38), section 2.2.2.3) are effectively used. 
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d(cos v') 	k 
The Jacobian J4 	 . was introduced in equation 
d(cos 8;) 	p 
(43), section 2.2.2.3 is derived by 
r d(cos \)') 	EdE' d(cos 0')  p 	p 	 (B-9) 
Ld(cos 8') 	LdE d(cos 8 )1 P_ p 	p 
The first bracket can be written by 
d(cos v') 	cos p' sin 8' - cos 0' sin p' cos() 
P = 	 p 	p 	 (B-ic) 
d(cos 8') 	 sin 0' p p 
where the relation between cos v' and cos 8' is used, i.e. p 	 p 
cos V1 = 	cos 8' cos p' + sin 8' sin ip'  cos() p 	 p 	 p 
In equations (B-ic) and (B-li), the angle A is the difference be-
tween the azimuthal angle of the photon and proton azimuthal angle 
in the rest system. For the second bracket in equation (B-9) the 
relativistic invariance 
dk 	d' 
=P 	 (B-i2) 
C 	 C' 
is used where 	and c' are total energy. This equation can be 
written by 
k2dk d(cos 8 ) 	k'2dk' d(cos B') p 	p = 	p 	p 	 (B-13) 
C 	 C' 
p p 
then 
k dE d(cos 8) 	= 	k' dE d(cos 0') pp 	 p p 	p 
where the k dk = C d c = EdE is used. Therefore 




dE' d(cos 0') 	= dE d(cos 0 ) . 	 (B-15) p 	p k' 
P 	
p 	p 
Thus, equation (B-9) takes its new form by substituting equations 
(B-15) and (B-b) in (B-9): 
_ 
k 	[ cos ' sin 0' - cos 0' sin p'cos(L) 
J = 
4 	k' 
P . p 	 p 	 (B.....16)  
p 	 sin(0' ) p 
The Jacobian J5
dK - 	can be derived by the use of the 






where the first bracket can be evaluated by using the conservation 
of momentum equation in the Laboratory system (see diagram A in 
section 2.2.3.2 and equation-(24)). The second bracket can be 
evaluated by using the Lorentz transformation for energy, i.e. 
	
= 	y{E 	- k 	(cos 0 cos ij + sine sin i cos c)] 
(B-l8) 
In the formalism given in this Appendix the Lorentz trans-
formation for momentum and energy were used where formally the pre-
transformations can be written by: 
-- 
E' = 	y(E - 	. K) 
= y(E-Kcos(0-0)). 
and for momentum 
-128- 
= 	+ Y 	 - 	
(B-21) 
where the primed and unprimed quantities are referred to 
rest and laboratory system. 
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APPENDIX C 	COMPOUND NUCLEUS FORMALISM 
The Hauser-Feshbach expression for the reaction cross-section 
a, averaged over compound nucleus fluctuations, for an entrance 
channel c and exit channel c' is given by 
- 	 7T 	 (2J+1) = 
cc K 2 (2J + 1) (2j + 1) 	
{ E T9,(c)} 
	
c 	J7r 	c 	 s9. 
E T9, (c') 
1 n 
9.tt 
I T9,1,(c") J 
	
(C - 1) 
tT9.tt 
where the unprimed quantities refer to the incoming channel, c, 
single primed quantities to the outgoing channel of interest, c', 
and double primed quantities to all possible outgoing channels c". 
The quantum numbers of each channel c are given by 
c = (ct, J, j, s, 9,, J, M., ii) where 	a labels the pair of 
particles in their State of excitation. J 
c 
 and j are intrinsic 
spins of the particles (e.g. target nucleus and projectile), s 
is the channel spin (s = .J + j), 	J the total angular momentum 
(J = 9. + s). M its components (assumed to be averaged over) 
and ii is the total parity. The wavenumber of the incident channel 
is given by K, and T are transmission coefficients. The ace? 
for each compound nucleus state of spin J and parity ir can be 
factorised into (Bohr assumption): 
I 	T9,,(c') 
- Jir 	_J 7r 	s'9' 





where aN(c) is the cross-section for the formation of the com- 
pound nucleus. The second term is a branching ratio which gives 
the probability that the compound nucleus will decay by channel c'. 
In the case of photo absorption mechanism, aN(c)  is just 
the Giant dipole resonance (GDR) total photon absorption cross- 
- 
section (assuming J = l, and no direct or pre-equilibrium 
GDR decays). Therefore the equation (C - 2) yields 
	
s l 9,1 - 	- 	
2. 
am = 'cN' I TO ,,(c") 	 (C-3) 
where cYN(y) 	is the total photo-neutron cross-section. 
For the cases, for example (y, p) and (e, ct), a similar expression 
can be written, i.e. 
I 	T2., (p) 
S TV - 	- 
a = a 




lI z il 
and for (e,ct), 







S lI z  
Equations (C-4) and (C-5) can then be written in the appropriate 
form for the proton and ct-particle energy distribution, i.e. 




a n  (E  y ) 	 (C-6) E y  
p I T2.,(n) 
sil k 
and for (e,ct) 
- 








dE = a (E ) 	 . 	 (C-7) n y I TV, 
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